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XU News .poses query: 
W'here is· General Fee? 
by RITA SCHOENFELD 
Ntw1 Slaff Writer 
The senera.l fee charged to all un.: 
dergraduate day division students is 
currently $80.00 per semester; For 
most students, this amount · of 
monetary output may well be more 
appropriately entitled "generous 
fee." 
most accurate in terms of the 
students's vantage point. The word 
First In 
a Serles 
of all non-classroom facilities, the 
Student Health Center, and a reduc-
tion in the fee charged for the ser-
vices of the Psychological Services 
Center" left significant room for in-
vestigation. 
Certainly, the fee has had a variety 
of titles and descriptions in the past. 
Within the body ofa single column 
of the Xavier News (May 10, 1972) 
the author at once refers to the fee as 
a "collegiate license to steal;" the 
criminal offense of Grand Larceny, 
qualified as a: theft of more than 
$100; and economic ~·loco parentis;" · 
the university's· ostensibly . defunct 
policy of acting in place of parents.· 
"generous" implies little concern or The student committee organized 
knowledge about purposes or uses of the investigation into a two-phase 
money given and although students system. The first phase consisted of a 
have, in the ·past, demonstrated review of all operations then funded 
significant concern over these fee by the fee to determine if they. could 
issues, they have not succeeded in meet definite committee criteria, and 
becoming knowledgable. suggestions of operations for future 
A Task Force on the general fee · funding. Priorities ·concerning 
was established by Student Govern- amount of money given. to each 
ment in 1972 to "review and evaluate operation were established in phase 
the various uses of the generaJ fee."· two. 
Until this pQint, the only written. in- Phase One ended with a complete 
formation concernil)g the fee .was list of all student activities, student 
contained in the Stud~nt Handbook. services and student personnel ser-
The Handbook's definition of the · 
d'Artagnan, move over .•• 
;~ 
~ 
~ 
St•ll photo by Mimi KHg•n 
Xavier women are celebrating International Women's Year by 
,presenting a week-long forum of speakers and workshops. Yet, even with the variety of labels· 
available, ''generolls . fee"·• remains fee, "The general fee includes the use ~xu News to page 12 
· · · · o:-_· .. ~e,l:t.en .. ~:~·r.esig .. ns. as.dean, 
plans return to teaching 
Bv STEVE HART · sense approach over academic had good relations with the students, 
regulations whenever possible." even in the late 60's which were really New• St1H Writer 
A firm believer in the tenet that difficult years." 
Rev. John N. Felten, S.J., Dean of . "we administrators are here to help Following this academic year, Fr. 
theCollegeof ArtsandSciences,has the students'', Fr. Felten has im- Felten plans to return to his own 
submitted his official resignation plemented this policy in various · studies in the classics field for "at 
from the post, effecive at the close of ways in his nine years as Dean. He least a summer and a semester." He 
·the current academic year. Fr. began the tutorials which are now a will then return to Xavier as a full-
Felten, who has held his post since part of most Arts and Sciences time professor of classical languages. 
1967, cited his main reason for leav- departments, but an especially vital "I'm a much better teacher than ad-
ing as "a longing to go back to what I feature of the Honors A.B. program. ministrator," Felten commented 
do best - teaching." His tenure in office has seen the in- with a smile, and quickly pointed to 
Fr. Felten, iq reflecting on the past troduction of several new academic the fact that he has taught at least 
nine years, commented that he had programs, including the new inter- one course per semester during his 
"enjoyed it a lot - it's been very, disciplinary Scholars Program this period as Dean. "Students have no 
very interesting." He said he would' year. The ·Fredin Scholarship~ to idea of the burden involved in ad-. 
rate himself as a "good" dean, con- study at the Sarbonne in Paris have ministration. I'm tired of being 
tinuing that he is "going to miss the. undergone many developments un- hounded by deadlines." 
Tired of being "hounded ·by deadlines'' 
close contact with students and der his guidance. Fr. Felten has tried A search committee for. a new 
faculty, and the accessibility to peo- to "simplify the red tape" wherever Dean of Arts and Sciences is present-
ple" which accompanies the job. possible, and is satisfied with the ly being formed by Rev. Francis 
"I've enjoyed being able to help rapport !te has maintained with Brennan, S.J., Academic Vice .. 
students by choosing a common students over. the years. "I've always President of the University. 
Rev. John N. Felten, S.J., Dean of the Col/ege'of Arts and Sciences, has 
tendered his resignation. A leader in academic inn.ovation at Xavier, Fr. 
Felten plans to return to teaching. · 
Senate sets priorities 
to direct ·year's efforts. 
By MARY ANN BUESCHER 
M1n119lng Editor 
Foil owing the weekend at Milford 
for all Student Government leaders, 
Paul J>eterhans, President of the 
Student Body, presented Student 
Senate with a list of fourteen 
priorities towards which they should 
direct their efforts. As of last Mon-
; , day's S.enate '.l!Jeetipg, .c.omm.ittees 
: ~ ~~v~ i }~en; f~tihe~'. ,a"d '. P~<?gr~~~ 
.. made· m four·of.theitop!areas of con.; 
cern. 
Of primary importance to the 
functioning of Student Senate was a 
committee organized for the purpose 
of revising the Constitution. The 
four committee members, Senators 
Matt Habash, Julie O'Donghue, 
Rich .Russo, and Tom Madigan, 
presented their revisions· to the 
Senate at the October 6 meeting. In~ 
eluded among the amendments sub-
mitted ·and approved by the Senate 
are: 1) A provision for the re-
instatement of an Executive Coun-
cil, to consist of the President, Vice-
President, Secretary, and Treasurer 
of Student Government, the 
Academic Ombusdman, a represen-
tative from both the Commuter 
.Coupcil and,the Afro~AmericanStu-; . 
i~erit!4.ss'ob!4ti6ri tA\.\~A~.itiie'.¢a~.i i lpus Acth>ities•Boiud •directo~; 'the; i • 
Student Government Financial 
Board director and the Inter-Dorm 
Council President: 2) Elections for 
Student Senate seats were changed 
to a November-March schedule so as 
·to give prospective candidates and 
voters the chance to see Senate and 
the new President operate before the 
elections. . . 
Senate to pa1e 12 
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lteltlltloeo llr IAlll VIMI 
compiled by JOYCE SCHREIBER 
The Jesuits of Xavier invite all Freshmen and new students to an in-
formal gathering at the Schott residence on Friday Oclober JO from 
8:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m. Beer, chips, and the fabled dining room in 
Schott will provide an excellent opportunity for new students to meet 
the Jesuit community and other fellow students. Students can drop in 
any time or stay the whole tim.e. 
••• 
Freshmen who haven't picke<t up their Freshman Registration 
should contact Tom Madigan or Rich Russo as soon as possible. 
••• 
Students interested in helping out with recruiting this year should 
contact Katie Pearson in Room 305 of the Admissions Office or call 
745-3269. 
••• 
October 9 - 15 is the 10th annual "New Books For Old Sale", at 
Kenwood Plaza.sponsored by the Brandeis University National 
Women's Committee. At a very low cost, students, teachers, and book 
lovers in general can purchase rare and unusual books, paperbacks, 
old National Geographies, old sheet music, and records'. 
••• 
The Middletown Mavericks, a woman's semi-pro football team, 
will be using their muscles to raise money in the fight against Muscular 
Distrophy. The Mavericks, who opened their season with a 36- 6 romp 
over the Dayton Fillies, will be donating proceeds from the next three 
home games to the Butler County Chapter of the Muscular Dystrophy 
Association. 
••• 
Tr.ees may. follow women and minorities as the next group to be 
given protection under. the law if the theory of a California law 
professor take hold. Christopher Stone has suggested that natural ob-
jects, such as trees, be given legal standing in courts. For instance, if a · 
pollutor were ordered to pay $10,000 in damages to a tree or stream, 
the money would go into a trust fund tended by a legal guardian. 
Stone's theory is gaining ground in legal circles. The attorney general 
of New Jersey used the argument in a suit involving fish kills, and 
California's attorney general plans to use the same case to win compen-
sation for birds and fish injured and killed in the 1969 Santa Barbara 
oil spill. • • • 
FBI documents made public recently indicate that the agency 
published at least two bogus college newspapers during the late sixties. 
One of the, the Armageddon News, was distributed at Indiana Un-
iversity's Bloomington campus; the other, Th.e Rational Observer, at 
American University in Washington. The newspapers were intended to 
expose the New Left, containing such erudite maxims as "War can 
only be abolished through war." 
- CPS,September 15, 1975 
•••• 
About 5% of the American public surveyed lied when asked if they 
do anything to conserve energy, according to the Federal Energy Ad-
ministration (FEA). In a recently conducted survey, the FEA asked 
questions about what Americans are doing to save fuel. Pollsters asked 
questions such as: '.'Are you using fewer lights?" or "Do you drive at 55 
miles per hour?" At the end of the interviews, pollsters asked, "Have 
you ever installed a thermidor in your car'r' 5% answered yes, the FEA 
said. Thermidor, as in "lobster thermidor," is a gourmet dish. 
••• 
Many people w.ould gladly relieve the federal government of its old· 
currency and solve the dollar disposal headache. But US Treasury of-
ficials have been looking into other alternatives to burning the $16 
million of mutila.ted currency which must be destroyed each year. 
Pulverizing the worn greenbacks has been one alternative to incinera-
tion. Pulverized bills make good lubricant for oil wells, good material. 
for roofing, but only fair mulch for grapevines. 
e • • 
Rick Wakeman will headline·~ concert in the Riverfront Coliseum's 
Theatre on Saturday October 18 at 8 p.m. Also on the bill is Gentle 
Giant. 
• 0 Cl 
Renewing their early asserted determination to increase social ac-
tivity more fully among the student body, the Student Council met last 
Thursday and \\;ith the approval of their moderator, Rev. Owen .I. 
Engblum, S.J., Dean of Men, voted unanimously to purchase a 
nickelodeon for the use of the students. · 
The Third Annual Rally For Life, entitled "Justice For All", will 
take place on Sunday, October 26, 1975 at I p.m. at Gate 4 of River-
front Stadium. The rally will be co-sponsored by the Greater Cincin-
nati and the Northern Kentucky Right To Life committees. 
------------~ ..... ----..... --~,,..,,_.~ ..................... ~--""'""~ 
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Commentary 
By Lar1·y Slaeehe 
Does Ford really 
have a better idea? 
Maybe a University Publication is 
not the proper vehicle for what I now 
have to say. Maybe I should stick to 
reviewing bars. Maybe John and 
Bobby Kennedy and Martin Luther 
King would be alive today if they had 
shared these views. Hopefully, it is 
not too late for Gerald Ford to keep 
from fulfilling a death wish. 
Twice in the last month. assassina-
tion has been ·attempted upon Ger-
ald Ford. Fortunately, both cases 
were thwarted. In each case, a 
demented individual sought the 
death of the President as a means of 
attaining attention. They certainly 
got that, and luckily nothing more. 
However, their successful failure will 
undoubtedly influence the thinking 
of other deranged persons and 
possibly inspire. one of them to try 
again. 
This, I'm sorry to say, is more than 
a possibility. More than 320 threats 
on the President's life were made in 
September alone, and these are only 
the ones we know about. The 
number of silent conspirators taking 
aim is something I'd prefer not to 
know. 
If I were Gerald Ford, I'd be very 
hesitant to leave the White House 
again; California would certainly be 
removed from my list of places to 
visit, · 
Obviously; I'm not Gerald Ford. 
That is somewhat akin to following 
a charging George Custer into the 
valley of the Little Big Horn. Instead 
of having to contend with a horde of 
angry Indians, though, Mr. Ford has 
a whole country full· of angry 
citizens. Angry about what? Reces-
sion, depression, inflation, taxation, 
unemployment, forced bussing ... 
Need I continue? 
As a President, Gerald Ford 
hasn't been able to cure the coun-
try's ills, although he has restored 
credibility to his office. His failure is 
a result of his mortal birth rather 
than his lack ofresolve. He is trying. 
· Traditionally, we in America 
employ the election booth as the 
means of replacing or rejecting an 
elected official or candidate whose 
accomplishments or promises don't 
meet our expectations. John Wilkes 
Booth introduced us to a more direct 
means: assassination! Regrettably, 
this option came into vogue in the 
60's. Even more regretfully, I fear it 
is becoming so again. · 
After the second attempt on his 
life (San Francisco), the President 
vowed that he would not capitulate 
to those who would assassinate him. 
. Further he said that Americans are 
·Varied counseling available 
entitled to see their President and 
shake his hand. 
I thought his refusal to capitulate 
was admirable, indeed. His deter-
mination to keep m·aking himself a 
target was incredible. Americans are 
first entitled to a living President. 
Secondly, they should be allowed to 
see him. Last, if the proper 
precautions are taken they may be 
permitted to shake his hand. 
Upon his return to Washington, 
Ford defended his crowd-plunging 
fetish by saying, "If the President 
cannot go among the people, . 
something has gone wrong with our 
society." Bingo! 
Something has gone wrong with 
our society indeed. Denying this fact 
will not make the problem go away. 
We have to live with it and make sure 
the President can live through it. 
With mass media news coverage 
as comprehensive as it is, the Presi-
dent need ·only address the Nation 
through a camera lens or newsprint. 
I'm not really convinced that the 
American Public prefers Gerald 
Ford's live· address to Walter 
Cronkite's interpretatfon of it 
anyway. 
Stay at home, Mr. Preside;1t. At 
this point no one will blame you. If 
you continue to pursue your present , 
course you are you are inviting a : 
· head-on collision with destiny. If 
that be the case, our nation will be 
left to pick up the pieces of a 
shattered Presidency again. 
Psych Services free for X_avierites 
By MARIA MALANDRA. 
BARB BARRETT 
plications of the tests on possible for the services on a reduced fee 
majors or career opportunities for basis. 
the student. Dr. Hellkamp Eight staff members are currently 
emphasized. that "the tests are listed specifically for student 
nothing more than aids to the psy- counseling, but only two or three are 
chologist. In themselves, they won't actually available in any given 
answer anything." semester. Hellkamp pointed out that 
New• Stair Wrlten 
. Sycamore House, the new loca-
tion of the Psychological Services 
Center, provides a warm and private 
atmosphere for the students and 
faculty who utilize the facilities: . 
Dr. David T. Hellkamp, Director 
of the Center, commented on the ad-
vantages of the new location: "If a 
person is experiencing some kind of 
personal problem, he or she would 
not care to be seen waiting for an ap-
pointment and have a bunch of 
students whom they may know 
walking by." 
Approximately ten percent of the this is equal to about "one-and-a-
student body take advantage of_~he half full-time persons" and stated 
"The primary purpose of the 
Center", according to the pamphlet 
published· by the counseling center, 
"is to provide psychological services services offered at the Counseling 
to the students, faculty, and staff of Center. Some funds for the Center 
Xavier University. A secondary pur- come from the General Fee paid by 
pose of the center is t'o provide psy- all full-time undergraduates. 
chological aid and consultations to Hellkamp told the News that he had 
individuals and agencie5 in the "never seen that figure broken 
Greater Cincinnati Area." down," when asked how much 
Fifty percent of the students who money the Center received from the 
make use of the facilities come to the General Fee. He continued, "I assure 
Counseling Center for assistance in you, it's not very much. There's a lot 
vocational guidance. The student is of service being donated here." 
first interviewed by an industrial ·· Services are pr.ovided al no cost Lo 
vocational psychologist who dis- full-time undergraduates. An ad-
cusses with the student what some of ditional source of income for the 
his pro bl ems are. If deemed Center is obtained from the fees 
necessary, the psychologist will give charged to those coming for psy-
the student a battery of vocational chological counseling from the 
aptitude tests. Following the ad- Greater Cincinnati area. Facuity and 
ministration of the tests, the psy- staff, as well as part-time, evening, 
cho lo gist will discuss the im- and graduate students are charged 
rA@Yf:::;~:O%@lffi1 
~ A:r~::::, 
Armory 
Friday, Oct. 9 
wvxu 
Interviews with 
Women's 'Forum Speakers 
and more. 
that this is a "real advantage com-
pared to other universities of a 
similar size." · 
Comments on the service provid-
ed by the Center have been mixed. 
One coed told the Nl!ws that her ex-
perience with the Counseling_Ccnter 
last spring had beeri "a very bad 
one". She stated that her strongest 
objections were directed against the 
interview following the vocational 
.!esting p~~cedu~·e. She said that. the 
;;psycholqg1st had been "destructive" 
in his .e\laj1,1ati6n ·of the tests, and 
"didn't talk much" to her "so as to 
correlate the test results with an in-
terview.''-The student described her 
experience as "leaving me feeling 
depressed. and not knowing where 
Psych to page 12 
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The XllVI• N- is the official student 
newspaper of Xavier University. The artlcl88, plc· 
tures, and format are the responsiblllty of the 
editors and do not represent the views oJ the ad· 
ministration, faculty, and student body of Xavier 
unless speclllcally stated. · 
The News Is published weekly during the school 
year except during vacation and examination 
periods by Xavier University, Cincinnati, Ohio 
45201. Subscrlptlonsare$5.00peryear. TheN ... 
was entered aa second class matter October ,ii, 
1946, at the Post Office of Clriclnnatl, Ohio under 
the Act of March 3. 1879. · 
. Letters submitted to the Newt for publication 
must carry signature and address of writer .. 
Editors reserve the right to condense orreject any Contributing Editor .•••..•••.•••.••. Tom Flynn 
letter and limit frequent writers. Associate Editor .... : ••.•...•. Joyce Schreiber 
Main offices,. first floor, University Center Photo Editor ....................... Pat Sayres 
Building. News-editorial telephone: (513) 745- Make-Up Editor ••..••••••••••• Bob Slegmoyer 
3561. Advertising telephone: (513) 745-3431. Circulation Manager ..•..•.•••..•.. Tom Lynch 
Editor-In-Chief •••.•..••••..••• Stephen Bedell Art Directors · · • · · • • • · · · · · • • • • • · Carol Jacober 
Managing Editor ••••• ; .•••. Mary Ann Buescher Charles Fallon 
Ad 1 · J h G •• Copy Editor· · ................. Rita Schoenfeld v sor • .... · · .. · .... • .. "· .. • ·" .. 0 n e... Columnists ...... Larry Sheehe, Fhannon Flyn11, 
Business Manager ••.•••••••.•.•••• Jack Jeflre Lisa Maechllng 
Arts Ed!tor • • · • .. • .... ·" "· .. "" • Anita Buck· .. Stall.Barb Barett, Rlchird Burke, Steve Bechtold 
Sports Editor· • • • • • ·• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Tom Ulher Michael Coulter, Steve Cummings, Barb Culhlng, 
Jim ·Donlin, Mark Doyle, Jack Franckhauaer, 
Deborah Gaston, Glen Glenn, Steve Hart, Mary 
Henkel, Pete Henkel, Tom Heskamp, Walter John· 
son, Fred Jorgenson, Mimi Kaegan, Mary 1' 
Knoedler, Ray Lebowskl, Bob Lynch, Dir!( Madrid, 
Maria Malandra, Nancy Maloney, Cathy Mc· 
Cafferty, .Kathl!lllfl McCormick, Kavin McGraw. 
Regina Morgan, Steve Moaer, Beth Muenke, Mike 
Murphy, Mary ·Neenan, Marcia Plncia, Tim 
Ranaghan, Gayle Stayton, Sue Stevenot, Dale 
Venn, Barb Vereb, Michael Vllaboy -
XawterNewe 
Bluegrass going strong at the 
''Starship". landing in Cincy 
Jefferson Starship.featuring Gracie Slick, will be appearing on Satur-
day, October 11 in the Cincinnati Gardens. Starship arefamousfor 
"White Rabbit," "Miracles" and other hits. 
1Drive-in Dilemma 
September 11-16, 1975: At 
Registration, Student Government 
hands out "Camp Xavier" - con-
tained therein is a list of µubs. 
September 25, 1975: Larry 
Sheehe, in his first Xavier News 
·column of the year.follows up with a 
few fond words about his favorite 
drinking-spots. 
October 9, 1975: The Xavier News 
A & E asserts its superiority of taste 
and style with another of its preten-
tious little pieces on Cincinnati night 
spots. Fie upon you all. , 
• • •• 
In an article on bluegrass places a 
word is in order about bluegra~s. 
And that is the fortunate fact that 
bluegrass doesn't have to be played 
phenomenally well to .be enjoyed. 
Even jllst above-average-quality 
bluegrass is fun; the rhythms are so 
archetypal that the memory, rather 
than the ear, listens; thus it sounds 
better than it really is - or at least it 
can, after a beer or two. The fact that 
you'll probably be dancing may also 
facilitate your pleasure. 
How. to choose between trash and garbage 
Perhaps you've been slightly · forced to make it ·the hard way!" · 
narrow-minded .in the past· when Make what?) plus "Vice Squad 
selecting a theatre for.viewinga film. Women" ("On the take and on the 
Wishing only to broaden your make un.til they took too much.") 
horizons, in order to improve your and Oakley's triple-header offering 
receptiveness to the avant-garde in of "Naughty Wives" (("What's a 
expectations of total humanity, may woman to do when a handsome man 
I suggest the undaunted drive-in rings her. bell?" plus ''The Young 
theatre. Playmates" (''They love everybody") 
I say "undaunted" because I am and "The Loving Three" (Didn't 
._astounded that the drive-in is still an three u~ed to be a crowd?) . 
J!'af>undant species despite several What would you have done? How 
decades of inebriated customers, does one choose between trash and 
bottle throwers, speaker pullers, garbage? I'm not sure yet which was · 
horn blowers, and bacl.c seat viewers. which. Being a business major and a 
("If the camper's rockin' don't graduate of six hours of economics I 
bother knockin'.") · What's really decided that the Oakley's triple-
astonishing though is how, despite header was a much better buy. Three 
these decades of abuse, the drive-in is movies for two dollars isn't bad. It 
able to maintain its rank and vile. later proved to be not so good a 
Nonetheless, the physical plant of bargain as we stayed for only two of 
the drive-in is not the topic of thii the movies. A single good film at 
critique; the film matter it. has to three dollars and a half, or twice 
offer is. that, would have been a much better 
marketing ploy, but seemingly effec-
tive. Television has produced 
"naughtier" skits and done a 
superior job with them. "The Young 
·Playmates" ended as it began. It 
would have rightfully been entitled, 
"How To Get Nowhere Fast!" 
."Naughty Wives" was a bit in-
coherent to say the least. During the 
movie I had the sensation that I was 
on a slow boat to China departing 
from a Newport dock and traveling 
up the Ohio. (I'll refrain from any 
"junk" jokes.) The film ended 
somewhere around Parkers&urg, · 
W.Va. I was disappointed because I 
never found out what a woman was 
to do when a handsome man rang 
her bell. Take not Women's Week 
participants! What do you do? It 
seems to me it would be difficult to 
do anything without first opening 
the door; 
When·given this assianment I was buy! 
torn between which filins to see. ·1 "The Young Playmates" was the 
had narrowed my selection down to first film we saw and I'm not ·quite 
t-two of the .leading Cincinnati drive- sure how to review it. There was very 
ins,theTwinandtheOakley.Togive little acting, no theme, no plot, no 
you an idea of the pressing decision characterization - nothing! There 
. involved here; I had to choose· wasn't even an obscene scene, which 
Oddly enough, at the start of the 
third fihn most of the audience 
proceeded to aim their vehicles 
toward the exit. They must also have 
been fi:ustrated with the previous 
two works and thought they could 
find something better to do -which 
was ahnost anything. But, in au· 
fairness to this review and to ''The 
I 
between the · Twin's offering of is ·what the advertisements would 
"Teenage J>arty Girls" ("They were have us believe. This is .a cheap How to pa1e 12 
Sugflr 'n Spice 
Reading Road at Victory Parkway 
OPEN EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK 
FOR YOUR DINING PL~ASURE 
DELICIOUS SANDWICHES OR 
COMPLETE DINNERS 
,. ,D.ROP IN AFTER:THE MCOVIE 
i; ';I:.·, I·.!' OR ·AFTER THAT· LATE 
:- WEEK.~END DATE. 
'l. WE SERVE CiNCINNATl'S FINEST PANCAKES AND WAFFLES. 
WHY NOT ENJOY A RELAXING BUNDA Y MORNING BREAKFAST 
. WITH US. JUST 5 MINUTES FROM ALL XAVIER DORMITORIES. 
"Homestead" and "Aunt Maudie's" 
Two good bluegrass spots at 
which to test this theory are the 
Oakley Homestead and Aunt 
Maudie's Country Garden. 
The Homestead, 3033 Robertson, 
located one block north of Madison 
Road in Oakley Square, features live 
bluegrass Friday and Saturday 
nights, nine until two. Situated in a 
comfortably sordid Oakley 
backwater, the Homestead's decor is 
dreadful/ delightful. It's a largish 
Fifties brick-and-block building fur- · 
nished in ill-matched dinette sets, 
odd chairs, an anomalously sleek 
jukebox and the usual bar lamps 
bearing lighted photo-shades of 
brand-name beers and liquors. A 
rather magnificent billiards table 
stands toward the back, unused. 
Behind the bar are but a few 
bottles of whiskey and a couple of 
other liquors; this is no place for im-
bibers of mixed drinks. However, 
the kitchen is good, frying up tasty 
cheeseburgers and the like; the house 
specialty is a large down-home 
plat.ter of potatoes, onions, ham~ 
beans and cornbread - all for 80¢. 
Before 9:00 p.m., beer is 30e a draft; 
at nine it mysteriously rises to 45e 
and a small cover is charged at the 
door. · 
The clientele is largely authentic 
redneck, and ·so c-0mparatively 
reserved - it's mostly the long-hairs 
.getting up to dance. All is friendly, 
and not too crowded. 
On the other hand, there's Aunt 
Maudie's, on Main Street between 
12th and 13th, in the heart of Over-
the-Rhine. Aunt Maudie's has been 
discovered by the radical chic but 
has yet to become populist. Its 
calculatedly sleazy funkiness is nice-
ly mitigated by the fact that the 
facilities are clean, which does a lot 
toward preserving bourgeois sen-
sibilities. 
Aunt ·Maudie's is pure Ap-
palachian during the day, and the 
regulars do hang on all night, but 
along toward nine o'clock the 
stylishly countercultural folk begin 
arriving in drifts and then droves. 
Draft beer - served elegantly in 
Mason jars - soars from30¢ to 70¢. 
Bluegrass to page 12 
PAPER8MATE 
Ji "f/Jued <fiij!I · 
/Yo; ~eau lo ~D~ 
Sparkling chrome 
accented by distinctive 
barrel colors 
s2.so 
XAVIER BOOK STORE 
UNIVERSITY CENTER 
.4NCILO'S PIZZ4 
Bond Hill 
1671 Califomia 
pla. 1~1-6912 
PIZZA PIES ... 
Plain ..•.••.••..•...........•.••.•........••. ·1.00 
Ground Sausage . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.30 
Bacon .•...•...•......•...........•......... 1.30 
Pepperoni ......••••.••.•..••.......•.... : . . . . 1.30 
MushrOOl1\ .•............•..••..•..•......... ·1.30 
Anchovie ................................... ·. 1.30 
Onion ................•..•.•.. ; .............. 1.30 
Green Pepper ................•.............. 1.30 
Combination of any 2 ....•.•...•.•.•.......•• 1.60 
Deluxe Combination of any 4 ....•..• , ......• 2.20 
Super Deluxe Combination of 6 .............. 2.80 
Extra Cheese .................................. 30 
HOGGIE SANDWICHES 
. 12" 
1.95 
2.35 
2.35 
2.35 
~ . .35 
2.35 
2.35 
2.35 
2.75 
3.55 
4.35 
.50 
15" 
3.00 
3.50 
3.50 
3.50 
3.50 
3.50 
3.50 
3.00 
4.00 
5.00 
6.00 
.60 
I 
STEAK (cheese 1~ extra) choice of pizza sauce or 
mushroom gravy, onion, pickles .......•.•..•. 1.35 
LUNCH MEAT, made with 4 kinds of lunch meat, pizza sauce 
· I and cheese ............. ; .. ~· .......•. ·• ...... ·, ,1,: 1.35 
MEAT BALL, made with p&Zza sauce and cheese .••. 1.45 
FISH or TUNA SALAD ••..........•.••.. • ....••.•••. 1.35 
HAM HOGGIE (with Cheese) .................... ~ .. 1.50 
. PEPSI-COLA, ROOT BEER, TEEM, O~ANGE ••.•••••. 25 
Your Fnorlt• BHra Av.Hibl• 
FrH Dellvery to All X•vler Donna 
On Order1 of $5.00 or More 
Call 242·1922 . 
.. ... ,. 
'· 
;. ' :·• 
Baseballers take five of six to 
N. Kentvc·ky tourney • Win 
by TOM USHER 
SporlS Editor 
Rugh y is an ancient. pupular-and rugged-sport in lre~~nd and England, 
as seen above. Jim Donlin, Brian Manion, Greg Seremms, John Mc·Goff. 
four of X<1vier's top players. toured Ireland on a Cincy all-star team this 
summer. 
Ruggers l~ok rugg.ed Believe it or not, there were other 
teams playing baseball last weekend 
besides the Reds, Pirates, A's, and 
Red Sox. Musketeer baseball was in 
high gear, as Roy Troxell and 
freshman Gary Bachman provided 
the . firepower to win the cham-
pionship of the Northern Kentucky 
State Tournament, at Highland 
Heights, Kentucky, last Sunday. 
X.U. won five out of six games to 
win the tournament trophy, in-
cluding two wins over crosstown 
rival Cincinnati on Sunday. 
Mike Deely. Elder su~r-f"fosh Gary the war. Bill Vitale took the mound 
Bachman went three for three with for X. Vitale, who had only pitched · 
two RBl's. Roy Troxell also had t~o innings last year, hurled a 3-2 
three hits, and George Miller clutch . win for Xavier. Fred 
chipped in with 3 RBl's. In game Schmerge knocked in all Xavier runs By JIM DONLIN The team should slso be helped 
considerably by the Birkett brothers, 
Peter, Bill, and Dave, who were .born 
in England and played rugby there. 
Other experienced ptayers who will 
assist the team are Kevin Schoeplien, 
Steve Cuntz, and Mike Klaus. 
three, X lost a reaLtear-jerker to with a bases-loaded double in the The Xavier University Rugby 
U .C., as the Bearcat5 w·on 4-3 in 17 fourth mning. Team will travel to Dayton this Fri-
innings, despite Troxell's red .seats Tom Merkle highlighted the~ . day to take on U.D: in its final game 
ho;;rg. oing into Sunday, X had ·to . Xavier defensive effort with a diving ~ of the fall season. The same is at 8:00 
·stab of a hot screamer in deep left p.m. at U .D. 's stadium, and is one of 
winaH three of their games to win the field. "Merk" also made some key the many sports .. activities that 
title. One loss meant instant elimina- stops while patrolling second base. Dayton has planned for their SOth 
tion. Sunday's first same, the 4th in Jim .. Harpo" ·Janszen also did a Homecoming. It should be quite a 
the tourney, saw Xavier shell good job of ·tracking down flies in battle. 
Northern Kentucky, 8-3. Bachman center. This .year the Xavier team will 
Last year's team compiled a· 6-4 
record in its first full season of play. 
The team showed a lot of promise 
and should be coming on strong witl1 
the current blend of experienced and 
promising youth. Bill Krumpelbeck's six-hitter led 
the Big X to their first tourney win 
over Louisville 4-1 on Friday. Game 
two saw the Big X explode with a 8-2 
stomping of Kentucky Wesleyan. 
Kevin Lyons picked up his first of 
two tourney wins, with help from 
Aiken freshman Gary Hampton and 
led the way by going three for four again be coached by Brian 
with a homer and two RBl's. This. The five victories upped X's Brimelow, a former top-grade rugby 
win set up the games against U .C. season slate to 7-3 thus far. It would player from England. This year's 
Kevin Lyons was equalto the task by figure that the weekend X takes a captain is Jim Donlin, who along 
rifling a four-hit 3-1 performance at tournament, this writer would be with Brian Manion, Greg Seremitis, 
the Bearcats. watching the Bis Red Machine. I and John McGoff, have recently 
That win set up the championship would have given anything to see Bill returned from Ireland .. They were 
game against U.C. Each squad had Vitale beat U.C. and walk.up to 
Ru1by Schedule 
Oct. 10 Dayton Away 
Oct. 18 Queen City·· Wo~ward 
Oct. 20 Miami Valley Home 8p.m. 
Oct. 29Univ. of Home8p.m. 
won one battle. Now it was ta'me ror. II t th w' ' t h chosen from the Cincinnati area 
' a1 . co ec e inners rop y. . rugby teams to play on an all-star Cincinnati 
Puddled soccer Muskies scuttle(/ by 
St. Louis Rivermen, 4-0 
By TOM HESKAMP 
NlweltlllfWrlt• 
right side and shot it in. 
Last Saturday night the nationally 
ranked Rivermen of the University 
of Missouri-St. Louis invaded the 
Xavier stadium and left Xavier with 
a 4-0 lass. 
The remainder of the half was a 
beautiful show of poise and ball con-
trol by UMSL, as they continued 
their dominance. However, their 
ability to score was stifled repeatedly 
by a fine Muskie defense. It wasn't 
until 40 minutes were gone in the half 
that the second score came. It was a 
20 yard shot off the foot of junior 
striker, David Bohnert, on a 
breakaway. 
though, UMSL had to earn their 
goals as the Muskie defense played a 
fine half. 
The third goal of the game came 
early in the half on a 25-yard boot by 
Mark Dorsey, a senior lineman. At 
this point, the Muakie offense did . 
shine somewhat. -Junior Pat· 
Dahlstrom and senior Rob Sieber 
entered the game and sparked the 
team with their huatle and "heads 
up" play. 
The game started with both teams 
controlling the ball well and 
penetrating the opposition's zone. 
However, it took little time for 
UMSL to ''feel out" the Muskie 
defense, and shots came at X.U. 
goalie Tom Powers in rapid succes-
sion. 
UMSL's first score came midway 
in the half when striker Jack 
Donovan ·took a throw-in from the 
The second half was not much 
different than the first as far as 
dominance of the game was concern· 
ed. Muskie fans were treated to a fine 
show of pin-point passing and . 
teamwork by the Rivermen. Again 
This type of play was typical of the 
Musketeer's play all evening. X. U. 
just could not generate an offense 
against the quick UMSL team. 
Puddled to page 12 
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The fever that won't break: 
THE RISING COST OF A MEDICAL EDUCATION. 
Like most things, the cost of 
attending medical school 
has risen sharply 
over the last 
decade. To many 
medical students 
that cost repre· 
sents a heavy 
burden. a financial · 
problem that can 
affect your con· 
centration. · 
It needn't be 
that way. The 
Armed Forces 
Health Professions 
Scholarship Program 
was originated to 
free you from those 
worries. Men and 
women who qualify 
will have the costs of 
their medical educa-
tion covered. and 
will also receive a 
·substantial monthly 
allowance. 
The program offers 
more than tuition and 
salary; it offers you the 
opportunity to begin 
· your practice under very 
favorable conditions. As a health care officer in 
the military branch of your choice. you'll find 
yourself with responsibilities fully in keeping with 
your training. and with the time and opportunity to 
observe a full spectrum of medical specialties. 
When you decide on the specialty you wish to 
pursue. you may find yourself taking those 
gradu·ate medical studies at one of our many 
large and modern medical centers. If so. you can 
count on that training being second to none. 
Both the clinical and research work being done 
in them have made Army. i'Javy and Air Force 
hospitals a major new national medical resource. 
ll's a long road. butthe first step is simple. Just 
send in the coupon. The details we send you may 
make the whole way a little smoother. 
;.•, ·:~::,_:·::::, ·-... ~.4~ :r.J;:_.,·;:,;:'._ :~:.~_~· 
PtJ~- .-·t.~ .. E.1 _t_f. & t-W:1;t:;.;.;-. ..,.1r .• :.cE .t-• 4 ::. 
Armed Forces HeaHh care 
DEDICATED TO HEALTH CARE AND 
THE PEOPLE 'M-lO PRACTICE IT 
r------------------, I ~;;-~~:z;cesScholo<Ships . 7.-CN-105 I 
I Peoroo IL 6'61<1 I 
I Yes. IO'""" 1n1erested 1n Arrred Forces Health Prolessions I I SC.l'"IOlarsn10 oppartun1t1es I understand the1e 1s no obl1ga.11on. I 
I 
1 o- esoeciauv·mre1ested in. I' 
:~ t..1rr.·1 = Novy ; • · '.;: Air Force I. ::: •0 ·,,/c1ao :: Dental ': Pod1arry' C Optometry I I -~ Vetew-ar( · = Psyc~olog'l{PnD)" I 
J llo~e __ Sex:: M :: F I 
/ !·ddress ___ (P:eosePri_n•J __ Phone I 
I I I c.,, _____ store Zip I 
J S:x1:i1 SE-Ct.r r ,1 • __ • I 
I c--1c ·-er.• oL (School) I 
I I I ·c ~J''Jd1J.:1:e· 1r -·[; ..... -;,~,;-.t~a0'Degre9________ I 
I • /<:-l.::-11r-rJr; n"'d r.-od1:itr,· no101101·ac1e1n r':o·:.,·Prog•crr. I · I .-:.;.rJ,cWo r;::r-.d i:: s·1 :r olc~, r-01 c;:111oote in l·rm·r Progral'T", I 
L-------~----------~ 
team that played five games against 
Irish Rugby teams. Their experience 
should help stabilize a relatively 
youias Xavier team. 
Nov. I Louisville Away 
Nov. 8 John Carroll Away 
Nov. ISCincinnati Away 
City 
1976 XAVIER UNIVERSITY FALL SPO.RTS SCHEDULES 
SOCCER -- BASEBAll 
DATE OPPONENT TIME DATE OPPONENT No. Games 
Sept. 16 At Ctev•ll1nel S•P.t. 211 At u. of 
State Univ. 7:30 PM Dayton 
Sept. 20 WALSH S•PI. JO At Rio 
COLLEGE 3:00 PM Grande (2)' 
(2) 
Sept. 24 At Eirltlim Oct; 3·4·!> · At Northern Kentucky 
Coll•CJ9 3:30 PM State College lnv1tat1on11 
Sept. 27 WILMINGTON Oct. 7 NORTHERN 
COLLEGE 2:00 PM KENTUCKV STATE (21 
Oct. 4 U. OF MISSOURI· Oct. 9 THOMAS MORE 
·Oct. 11 
ST. LOUIS 11:00 PM COLLEGE (2) 
OHIO Oct. 11 UNION 
Oct. 111 
NORTHERN 2:00 PM COLLEGE (2) 
U. OF Oct. 12 U. OF DAVTON (21 
CINCINNATI S:OO PM Oct. 14 At Northern Kentucky 
At Mor•hHCI State (2) · 
State U. 6:30 PM Oct. 17·18 At Bellarmine College 
Oct. 2!> 
Nov. I .CENTRAL 19 Invitational Tournament 
Nov. II 
STATE U., . 2:00 PM Oct. 21 THOMAS MORE 
At Urbana ·COLLEGE (1) 
College 2:00 PM Oct. 23 At U. of Cincinnati 111 
Nov. 12 At U. of Dayton 6:30 PM Oct. 26 U. OF 
Nov. l!> THOMAS MORE LOUISVILLE (2) 
COLLEGE 2:00 PM Oct. 28 U. OF 
Nov. 22 At U. of CINCINNATI (1) 
Cincinnati 2:00 PM 
Heaa Coach-Bob McKinney Heaa Baseball Coach-Bill Wolff 
e I ea Xavier Stadium 
Give till it 
helps. +"!he.American ReclCross. 'lbeGood Neighbor. 
j 
--'S ........__.., ___ __. 
TELL HER YOU'RE TOGETHER FOREVER 
WITH AN ENGAGEMENT DIAMOND 
It's more than a meaningful relationship. You. 
want to be together forever. Say it in a quaint, 
old fashioned way. With an engagement diamond. 
We'll help you fin~ a beautiful ring within yqur · 
budget. A radiant di~mond that says .•. twol l~ving 
people can do their own thing better together. 
Round Shape Diamonds 1/3 carat Special $175 
DISCOUNT 
TO ALL 
XAV1EA 
STUDENTS 
2/3 carat Special $350 2J . dorr§f'f' 
. certer 
605 Race Street 
Cincinnati, Ohlo 
tel: 621-0704 
STUDENT 
CHARGE 
ACCOUNTS 
INVITED c 
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WOMEN 
MUJER 
.FEMME 
WOMAN 
was made from the rib of man 
she was not created 
from his head -
to top him 
nor from his feet -
to be stepped upon. 
She was made 
. from his side -
to be equal to him. 
By-by boy's school, hello women 
Three years ago, I was hanging out my third 
floor window in Kuhlman Hall viewing a cou-
. pie football players engaged in the season's 
first snowball fight when two young coeds 
made the mistake of leaving Kuhlman to get 
into a car. They were immediately bom-
barded. One of the winter marksmen (a tall 
red-headed lineman who shall remain 
nameless) shouted after the by-now snow-
covered coeds, "This. is a boy's school. We 
don't need any girls around here!" I was ab-
solutely apalled arid couldn't help but think, 
"If we had a few more guys like you around 
here, Xavier would probably revert back to 
being a 'boys'· school." 
That was back in 1972-73. I'm happy to say 
that your average male Muskie appears to 
have gotten a lot smarter since then. I'm even 
happier to report that the ranks of our coeds 
have continued to increase since then also. In 
· 1972-73, there were 429 coeds at.Xavier. This 
year we have over 500. 
When I was ready for college, I was none 
too thrilled at the prospect of going to another 
"boys'" school. After eight years with Incar-
nate Word nuns ("Boys on one side of the . 
room; girls on the other") and four years at an 
all m.ale Jesuit Prep High School, the sugges-
tion to attend a coeducational Xavier sounded 
appealing indeed. I tried it and I liked it. The 
presence of females added a dimension to the 
classroom experience that I had not previous~ 
ly enjoyed. However, the Xavier scene was not 
. always so attractive. 
tTi1" 
r . 
.,. 
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"The presence of : birght young 
women students in the class seems io 
spur the men student~ to higher levels 
of accomplishment.,,. 
The College of Continuing Education and 
the Graduate Schools at Xavier have been co-
educational from the beginning. The .un-
dergraduate day school did not admit its first 
female until the school year 1969-70. In that 
year,. 49· courageous young women braved this 
fearsome bastion of Muskie pride. Mary 
. "" . 
Hayes, a freshman at the time, said she felt 
"like a trailblazer." Indeed, they all were . 
On Wednesday; February 26, 1969, the late 
Rev. Paul L. O'Connor S.J., Xavier President, 
announced that the University's Board of 
Trustees had decided to break the 138 year old 
tradition of all-male enrollment at Xavier. 
Starting with the Fall semester in September 
19.69, Xavier would become a co-educational 
University. 
" through the acceptance of 
women students in all its units, the 
University can render greater 
educational service espec,ially to the 
Greater Cincinnati." 
In explaining the action of the Board of 
Trustees, Father O'Connor said: 
"It is the experience of the other Jesuit in-
stitutions that the introduction of co-
education has improved the level of 
educational excellence on the campus. The 
presence of bright young women students in 
the class seems to spur the men students to 
higher levels of accomplishment. 
"In today's society the opportunity for men 
and women students to study together seems 
to provide a more normal and naturai en-
vironment for learning and living r·1d we see 
acceptance. of this concept in rer ,nt months 
among many of the Ivy Leas-yschools that 
were formerly citadels of malhntellectu~lism. 
"However, Xavier continues to believe in 
piuralism in higher education and there 
remains a place for all-male and all-female in- · 
stitutiqns for those who find advantages for 
theml',yes in these types of schools. 
• "In Xavier's special situation today we 
believe that through the acceptance of women 
students in all its units, the University can 
render greater educational service especially. 
to the Greater Cincinnati community.". 
And so it was that women were admitted to 
Xavier. The first class of them numbered only 
49, and only 9 of them lived on campus. Ac-
comodations for these 9 were provided at Dr. 
Co.ntributions of womeri 
at Xavier grow each year 
Six years ago, the Xavier Admissions Office 
opened its doors to the enrollment of women 
to break a tradition of 138 years as an all-male 
institution. That fall, 49 women invaded the 
Xavier population of nearly 2,000 men. 46 of 
the co-eds enrolled in the College of Arts and 
Sciences and 3 entered the Business College. 
\.Statistics provided by FatherWheeler of the 
Registrar's Office show that the number of 
women on campus has now grown to nearly a 
ratio of one to two. The 1975 figures have not 
been released yet, but a good indication of the 
.·Th.urld•Y, Oc.lobar9, 11175, ... ~ ... 
• ... •. • ~ . l '' •. 
increase can be attained by looking at. last 
year's registration with 393 in Arts and 
Sciences along with 693 men, and· 63 in 
Business along with 491 men. The September 
'75 freshman class of 423 is one-third women. 
The Communication Arts Department has 
one of the highest registration totals for 
women, with nearly 40% ·enrolled. Father 
Flynn, head of CA, welcomes women on cam-
pus, and expects this figure to rise in the 
future. 
At the .1975 Xavier Honors Convocation, 
one-third of the awards went to women 
~ '• 
. • ", ". "-." -. ". l • 
Link's Villa apartments during that first year. 
In 1970-71, 45 young women occupied the 
whole fifth floor of Kuhlman Hall. In 1972-73, 
1971-72, they were given the sixth floor of 
Kuhlman in addition to the fifth. In 1972-73, 
floors three and four in Husman and Yi of the 
fourth floor in Kuhlman were added in addi-
tion to the two other floors. In 1973-74, Yi of 
the first and second floor Kuhlman would 
become f~m:ale also. That is the housing situa-
tion as it stands to this day. . 
The first crop of females were hand-picked 
for quality; ;,According to Father Clifford 
Besse, S.J~,' it w'a·s important for the women to 
get leaden on campus. This first group would 
have to shoulder the major burden and it was 
essential to the success of the program to get 
the ones who could take it. Special Achieve-
ment Scholarships were set up to attract 
young women of this desired caliber. 
The question that September, then, was: 
"How would the young women be received?" 
N9t surprisingly, there was oppositfon. Sur-
prisingly, most of it came from the firmly en-
trenched male student body. The faculty, on 
the whole (and the Jesuits iri particualr) 
reacted very favorably to the young women's 
arrival. A few individual teachers had trouble, 
but they were by far the exception rather than 
the rule. 
As we , all ·know though, the women 
perservered and· are now a well-entrenched 
part of the scenery around here themselves. 
Lest I be accused of giving this story a "happily 
ever after" ending, I have added the following 
letter to the Editor. It appeared in the Wednes-
day, April 8, 1970, addition of the Xavier 
News (but it could have appeared any time 
since and I wouldn't have been surprised .) 
Here it is: 
.MDear Editor, 
The following is a brief "greeting" extended to the girls of 
the Villa and the da·hop coeds: 
Welcome, welcome to Muskieland, 
You'll treasure the next four years, 
Notice how warmly you've been received, 
Just open your v n ears. · 
To spoil our Muskie fun al least, 
Should take a decade-and-a-half, Meanwhile we hope you 
don't mind, Getting grossed out in the ".Cafe". 
Please don't get worried dateless ones. 
Instead stay cool and calm, 
Friday nights niay yet bring something, 
Besides a (disappointed) peeping-tom. 
When au~nding home B-ball games 
however, 
We wish you wouldn't sit, 
In that enduring Muskie sanctuary, 
Known affectionately. as "The Pit." 
Welcome to Xavier. ladies. 
students, and the majority of the new in-
ductees into Alpha Sigm.:1 :0..:u. the Jesuit 
Honor Society, were women. 
Mary Lou Gist, former Dean of Women, 
feels that the emergence of women on Xavier's 
campus brought with it a new atmosphere that 
will continue to grow. Ms. Gist, now on a 
year's leave of absence, was instrumental in 
organizing Breen Lodge, the Women's 
Development Center on campus. 
We have also seen women for the first time 
in Xavier politics with. Beth Younger as the 
new Student Senate vice-president. They have 
also begun to excel in athletics, Xavier Com-
munity service, over-all grade point averages. 
Today's Xavier co-eds are experiencing many 
more changes and opportunities which were 
unknown to the original 49 pioneers. 
--Joyce ~eifert 
~ - • .. , • • • • ~ • ' • • • ' • ' • , J l • ' • . . 
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Rape 
the unmentionable crime 
Statistics on the crime of rape usually have a 
footnote attached. "It is estimated," the note 
usually goes, "that many more rapes are com-
mitted than are ever reported." 
Present statistics show a frightening rise in 
the rate of rapes. The possibility that even 
greater numbers of victims -than reported are 
suffering in silence is a sad one. 
Reasons sometimes cited for the failure to 
report rape include lack of confidence in the 
police and judicial systems, which have been 
alleged to be sometimes irresponsible and 
even harassing to victims and lenient to 
rapists. Publicity (e.g .. the well-known T. V. 
special "Cry· Rape") and public protest may 
already have alleviated this problem 
somewhat. . . 
The main reason usually cited for rape vic-
tims' failure to report or prosecute, however, is 
not cynicism about the Syste~, but a psy-
chological problem which is peculiarty and 
unhappily attached to the crime itself. This 
problem is shame in· the innocent victims, and 
a fear that family, husband or boyfriend, and 
society will blame her or consider her · 
stigmatized by the rape. The emotional 
trauma of rape may overwhelm a woman, too, 
so that she cannot even face the attempt to br-
ing the attackef to justice. 
· The first attitude is rooted in the mentality 
that equates woman with property, and her 
virginity or chastity with her worth as an ob-
ject. If she has been forcibly "violated", her 
value decreases (as if she were a dented car). 
The root . idea is reprehensible, but its con-
tinued ·emotional reality is a tragic fact for 
some women and the people around. them. 
The second attitude, inability to protest or 
prosecute, is part of an exaggerated 
"feminine" passivity, which some woman, 
regrettably, do have. It is regrettable for the 
victims, and for the potential future victims of 
the rapist who goes free. 
One thing that. may help the double-victims 
of rape, plus unnecessary feelings of shame or 
guilt, is the spread of an enlightened public at-
titude. Recognition of these.problems, and the 
open discussion of rape and of its emotional 
repercussions, is necessary. 
News media once substituted euphemisms 
("criminal assault", "molestation") for the 
word "rape" itself. This practice has been 
dropped in recent years. Currently, the con-
tributions of communications media to a more 
sensible public attitude and awareness .have 
been noted. 
Recently, Xavier women planning· the 
Women's Week were advised against the use 
of tl~e word "rape". "Criminal assault" was 
prescribed to them as a "less sensationalistic" 
Rape: an American crisis soars In the '70's 
Today's women possess a growing fear of l'ape and their inability 
to deal with it. 
-
word. Concern was expressed that a program 
at Xavier with "rape" in its title might generate 
a bad public image. 
"Ludicrous" commented Donna Lynd-
Ptice, Women's Week coordinator. 
And, we might add, "sad". 
The presentation that was finally titled "An 
Ounce of Prevention" brought in experts to 
advise women on avoidance of rape, but also 
help them understand what to do should they 
be victimized. 
Rape is a fact. So is the vulnerability of 
women, and the inability of some to react to 
rape, or recover emotionally from it in a 
healthy way. For these ·reasons, Tuesday's 
"Ounce of Prevetion" was sponsored. 
The backward attitude that rape can be 
"hushed up", forgotten, or considered unmen-
tionable is not only silly, it is potentially harm• 
ful. If society, or Xavier, is unwilling to face 
the crime of rape rationally, then even more 
rape victims will become double-victims. 
-Mary Henkel 
ROD I SEE HERE 
THAT T1£ 't.A:>MEN'S 
WEEk STAFF WANTS 
TO HAVE A SfEM:ER 
THAT'!. RIGHT MR 
PRESIDENT, THE'RE 
C:ALUNe IT A 
RAPE CRISIS 
WORkSHOP. 
ROD, WE DON'T 
HAVE RAPE 
CRISIS WORk· 
SHOPS ON 
TiflS (' Atll'US ! 
SURE WE DO 
HR PRESIDENT, 
THE WOMEN'S 
WEEk 'IS GOING 
TO HAVE ONE! 
NO ROD, THE WOMEN's WEH AH, ANOTHER 8ENEVOLENT 
' DECISION HADE ON 
BEHALF OF THE 
ON RAPE! 
\ I 
' 
I 
IS GOING TO HAVE A SELF 
DEFENSE WOlllCSNOP OR,EVEN 
ISETTU, HOW AIOllT AN 
OUNCE Of PREVENTION . WORK· 
SHOP! ' 
ltTnE WOMEN ! 
<::> 
.. 
-
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Xavier's: corp 
of forgotten 
women: 
'' <:. \ "' " '· . < < ,, 
It is said that behind every great man is a . · 
woman. Xavier, too, has its great women, the 
secretarial force, many of whom are unknown 
.to most of us. Their facility for organization, 
. typing, and the duties required of any office 
keep this university working smoothly and cf-
. ficiently. Some of XU's secretaries were inter-
viewed at random to give their impression 'of 
Xavier. Meet some of the women "behind the 
scene." 
• Eunice Staples - Secretary to the Depart-
.' ment Chairmen of English, History, 
Theology, Modern Languages, Accounting, 
and Economics. Eunice has been with Xavier 
for 3 years. Originally, she worked with Stu-
dent Development and the Public Relations 
Office. Eunice hopes to complete her un-
dergraduate degree, most probably in history. 
She has taken courses here in Modern India, 
Christian Community, and is currently 
enrolled in a Middle East course, as she puts it, 
''to stay one step ahead of the kids." Eunice is 
the mother of six. She really enjoys the faculty 
and students at Xavier and finds it rewarding 
to work in an educational atmosphere. 
•Bev Reid - Secretary to the Department of. 
.Student Teaching and Teacher Placement as "Business Manager. Shirley· has worked fo 
•well as maintaining the smooth running order· Mr. Stadtmiller for 4 years; ·She emphasiz 
of the Education Department. Jayne is also in · that Xavier is a worthwhile place to work-it' 
charge. of two services offered to education . more than a business. It is. working for peopl 
majors: keeping credential files up to date and of high caliber" w.itl\ a common. goal and 
distributing notices of job openings. Accor- definite sense of community. Sh~ has taken 
ding to Jayne, Xavier is a pleasant place to . bookkeeping course and intends to take more, 
work, and she's pleased to see the in- "there is tremendous possibility for persona 
dividnalized attention each student receives. growth." Shirley currently has one son 
•Ethel Romes- Secretary to the Director of enrolled at Xavier and believes in the Jesuit 
Admissions. Having come to Xavier 11 years education. · 
ago, Ethel has witnessed many changes at this • Gail Dreyer - Secretary to the Purchasin 
university. Buildings such as Schott Hall and Agent. Gail was impressed with.Xavier when 
"If the Lord had meant that women 
was to /:Je men's shadows, he would 
have made them ghosts and phan-
toms ri ht o ." 
the University Center were not in existence 
when Ethel arrived, but she cites the major 
change to this campus as the admission of co-
eds in 1969. Two of her children have gone to 
Xavier and one presently attends. Ethel thinks 
of Xavier as her second home and refers to 
those here as "a great bunch of people." 
. •Ceil Middendorf- Switchboard Operator. 
she came 3 !n years ago. She's taken a Real Es-
tate course for personal interes~. Not being 
Catholic, Gail noted that religious ·affiliated 
5choo's seem to be one step above others. She 
has had limited contact with students but she 
truly enjoys those whom she has met. 
• Mar1aret Hunt - Secretary to the 
Associate Dean of Arts ·and . Sciences. 
Margaret arrived at Xavier in· 1966. When ask-
ed how she feels about XU she stated 
emphatically, "I ,,hf!ve just loved it! It's a 
pleasure to work here." She has previously 
worked in big business, but finds an institution 
such as Xavi~.r more satisfying, more fulfilling. 
the secretaries 
Communication Arts and A~.dio-Visual 
Center. Bev arrived at Xavier in 1973. Aside 
from keeping the records and files of all CA 
majors up to date, she takes care of all film and 
equipment requests of the entire faculty. She 
finds Xavier an interesting place to work and 
the people very coqperative and friendly. 
Ceil has opera~ed the XU switchbQard for 25!1 
years. When asked to give her impression of 
Xavier, Ceil said, "It's impressive, a communi-
ty type of school, a family situation where 
everyone tries to work to give Xavier its good 
image." She enjoys her work because it 
enables her to become acquainted with 
students anf faculty. 
• Kay Miller - ·Secretary to the Un-
dergraduate School of Business. Kay has been 
at Xavier nearly 15 ·years, most of that time she 
was working for the Registrar. She describes 
Xavier as "wonderful, warm, small-there's a 
close feeling of com!Jlunity. Here you find fine 
teachers-the best! Kay stresses the impor-
tance she sees in the Catholic philosophy. . 
Credit 
where It's due 
This issue of "Reflections" was 
produced in' cooperation with 
Media at Xavier (MAX), in con-
junction with the October 5-10 
Women's Forum. 
Special thanks are owed to Mimi 
Keegan, who supervised the produc-
tion of this section; Donna Lynd-. 
Price, who provided the initiative; 
and all of Xavier's women, who 
provided the material. 
P•I 
• Jayne Katis - Secretary to the Department 
of Teacher Education and Placement. Jayne 
came to Xavier 4 years ago. She handles all • Shirley McGraw - Secretary· to the 
WOMEN'S ·FORUM 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 9: 
3:30 p.m. "Women in a Changing 
World" Film 
Terrace Room, University Center 
Moderator: Lorraine Perlmutter, 
PhD 
Discussion following film · 
8:00 p.m. UniversityCenterTheatre 
LADY GRACE MUSIC CON-
CERT . 
Free to Xavier ID students; all 
others $1.00. 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 10: 
12:30 p.m. Volleyball Game, 
Women/Men Teams 
Fieldhouse 
"Things You Always Wanted to 
Know About Title IX, But Were 
Afraid to Ask" 
Moderator: Pam Rolandelli 
Halftime, informal discussion about 
federal guidelines for sports and 
education. Representatives from 
Xavier, Mt. St. Joseph, University of 
Cincinnati . · 
2 :30 p.m. Softball Game, 
Women/Men Teams 
Playfield-
"Third World Women" 
Photographic Essay 
Donald Johnson, Cincinnati 
Photographer 
Xavier Library 
All week. 
. -Barb Vereb 
TONIGHT 
The 
F~ YING DUTCHMAN 
of SPACE . 
10:30 PM 
ON 
·wvxu-FM 
91.7 
XIVllr -
Women's Sports:· lots of work, little recognition 
Women's intercollegiate sports at X.U.-
. Who cares? A re they worth keeping? Is there a 
need and an interest? Are they getting enough 
publicity? After interviewing several of the 
players and their coaches, 1 was able to find 
out. We care; Of course they're worth keeping; 
and 'yes', both the need and the interest are 
there. 
In regards to publicity, there were some 
complaints among the players. Says Kathy 
Sutton, a 'senior member of X.U.'s women's 
tennis team, "Our women play regular seasons 
and get little, if any, mention. It would certain-
. ly motivate the players more if they would get 
better publicity in the news." Kathy was referr-
ing to the publicity of women's intercollegiate 
sports in general (not specifically to that of the 
tennis team). She also commented, "No game 
schedules have been published for any of our 
women's sports.'' Katy Stratman, one of 
X.U.'s outstanding women athletes says she 
feels "it'd be nice.if the players didn't have to 
. I 
Women's Basketball Coach Tony Brueneman: 
"As/or." .new .sports, wMn the need . •. is 
there, we will not hesitate to .satisfy that need.,, 
do the publicity for their own games (flyers, 
posters in cafeteria, etc.)." But aside from this 
particular .. pect, ·the overall feeling of the 
players was one of great satisfaction with our 
present women's sports progran. 
I asked the players and the coaches if they 
felt there was a need for expanding our present 
women's intercollegiate program. Their reac-
tions were in agreement with Coach Tony 
Brueneman's remark, "From a need stand-· 
point, we've come as far as we're going to come 
for the next few years." Mr. Brueneman is the 
coach of Xavier's women's intercollegiate 
basketball team. Coach Brueneman went on 
to· say, "As for the introduction of any new 
sports into our program, when the need and 
the interest is there, we will not hesitate to 
satisfy that need:" 
Last year the need and the interest was 
there. It was there for the introduction of a 
women's intercollegiate tennis team. Ms. 
Mary Lou Gist, X. U .'s Dean of Women, sens-
ed this need ... which brings me to the in-
troduction of Mr. Jim Brockhoff. 
Coach Brockhoff was called in last spring to 
get our tenni's team into action, and the man 
has done just that. The team's first match this 
year was also their first win. Mount St. 
Joseph's tennis team gave it their all. This 
year, it wasn't enough. Says Coach Brockhoff, 
"Tuesday's win is a marked improvement over 
last year. The quality of our players is better 
this fall." 
Would you like to know the names of our 
tennis stars? They are Barb Lechleiter, Katie 
Stratman, Peggy Price, Brianne Looby, Mary 
Beth Butler, Kathy Sutton, Kim Kukelski, 
Jane Schweer, Helen LaJeunesse, Mary Ann 
McKay, Denise GleM and Ann Monroe. Dy-
n°"mite! And a special word of mention for 
Peggy Price. Says Coach Brockhoff, "Peggy is 
one of our most outstanding tennis players. 
She's an older woman who has not only 
returned to school as a freshman at X;U., but 
has also joined the tennis team. Iricredible-
the girls at the Mount were quizzieal about her 
at first, that is, until she won her match." 
So far this season, the tennis team has had 
to travel to othet courts in the 'city for their 
practices. "The opening of our new courts here 
at X. U. will certainly be a welcome addition", 
says Mr. Brockhoff. The courts are expected 
to be finished by the end of October. 
As for the future of tennis at Xavier, Coach 
Brockhoff says he expects to see more and 
·more enthusiasm for the sport, .. Now that the 
high schools are carrying tennis proarams, we 
can expect greater interest at the college level." 
Brianne Looby, a junior transfer student 
from the University of Miami, Florida, and 
present member of X.U.'s tennis teani, com-
Women's 
sports: 
: . . stronger 
:Z*f.·:~~;~>::; every 
~t"I>'~ ...... ~ . .,,. ,~:, .. · '\-year 
pares the two schools' tennis programs:" At U. 
of M., they only took the top tennis players for 
their tennis team. So your average player 
didn't get the chance to develop her skills. But 
here at Xavier, I think the atmosphere is more 
personal. The tennis team develops the skills 
of those who are good, and also works with 
those who have the desire to learn about the 
game." 
So what' about our women's intercollegiate 
basketball team this yar? Coach Tony 
Bruenemari says, "We have five ladies return-
ing from last year's squad. Four of these five 
were starters. So we're gong to win. a lot of 
games this season." 
And volleyball ... well, I'm sorry to say that 
I wu unable to contact Coach Amy Phenix. 
But I did talk with returning player Mary Con-
nolly who said, "Our team is really looking 
good this year. We started practice this past 
Monday. Eight girls have returned from last 
· year's squad, and we have four new players to 
add to our list. Our first game will be Oct!)ber 
9th at the Dayton Fieldhouse. We'll be playing 
two teams: Ohio Dominican and. Dayton. 
Judging from our team's outstanding perfor-
mance in practices, we feel certain that these 
first two games will result in victory;'' This is 
Xavier's third season · for women's inter-
collegiate volleyball. 
Generalizing the opinion of those inter-
viewed to represent a//X.U. women involved 
in intercollegiate athletics would hardly be 
fair. So I won't generalize. But what I learned 
from these few people is this: Our women's 
sports prQgram is sufficient. For the present, it 
satisfies the need and the interelt of Xavier's 
women athletes. In the words of Katy Strat-
man, .. At X. U ., women'ssports ares till young. 
This is only Xavier'seighthyearofbeingcoed. 
As more and more women continue to enroll 
in our University, we can expect to see a mark-
ed improvement in the quality and quantity of 
our women's intercollegiate sports proaram." 
-Nancy Maloney 
I. The first TV special on women's athletics was in: 
a) 1912 c) 1974 
b) 1960 d) 1965 
2. "Breen" is the name for a: 
a) detergent · 
b) Cincinnati's finest beer 
c) exotic Asian skin diesease 
d) Xavier's Woman's Resource Center 
3. The Daughters of the American Revolution are opposed to: 
a) ERA c) men 
b) wars d) abortions 
4. ln 1973 who was the highest paid female athlete: 
a) Chris Evert, tennis 
b) Billy Jean King, tennis 
c) Annie Love, roller derby 
d) Janet Lynn, iceskater 
5. President Nixon had a 'run-in with Helen Thomas, UPI correspon-
dent, because she: ::.. · 
a) wasn't looking where she was going 
b) wore slacks ,, ._. · · 
c) bugged him . 
d) argued about ab'ortion 
6. Helen Reddy made famous a song whose first line read: 
a)"'I am woman, hear me roar" . · 
b) "I am woman, I clean the floor" 
c) "I am wounded, hear me roar" 
d) "I am ~ormy, right to the core" 
7. Victoria Woodhull was nominated'by.the national Equal Rights 
Party for the first female presidential candidate of the United 
States in: · 
a) 1776 c) 1812 
b) 1872 d) 1952 
8. Gloria Steinem is: 
a) a Gregorian chant 
a) a ·German beer mug 
c) President of Ms. Magazine 
d) the Jesuit motto 
9. Women make up approximately what percent of the American 
work force: 
a) 30% c) 40% 
b) 95% d) 200% 
IO.Shana Alexander is a well-known 
a) florist · c) junkie 
b) liar d) critic 
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The Co-Respondents, a trio of actresses and singers, will offer a blend of dramatic material and 
original mus_ic at their presentation Friday, October 17 at 8:00 p.m. 
Co-R.espondents: theatre with a message 
The Co-Respondents, a · many cases, have been previously 
professional "readers-theatre" trio overlooked. 
of two actresses and a Since. their formation in the 
singer/ guitarist, will ·present a Spring of 1972, the Co-Respondents 
special program on Friday, October have give performances and 
17 at 8 :00 p.m. in Kelley workshops in fifteen states and in 
. Auditorium. The subjcts of their Canada for a wide variety of 
· show deal mainly with women and audiences including colleges and uni-
their encounter with courtship a.nd versities, conventions, women's 
marriage, historical equality groups, libraries, prisons, Army. 
struggles, and their power as in- bases, and in May 1974, the national 
dividuals and in society.· conference . of the National 
The program combines historical Organization of Women iri 
and dramatic material and original . Houston, Texas. 
music into an exciting production Actresses Patricia Branch Larson 
which entertains as well as brings an and Sandra Lewis Nisbet earned 
insightful portrayal of human con- B.A. degrees from San Jose State 
ditions. to the stage. Their produc- College and M.A. degrees from the 
tions (eature excerpts fron the University of Oregon and Indiana 
writings of women in American University repectively. As well as be-
history and literature which, in ing active in theatre wherever they 
have lived, they each have pursued· 
teaching careers.· Ms. Larson taught 
in the Department of Theatre at the 
University of Connecticut, Ms. 
Nisbet at Oregon State University. 
Singer/ guitarist Maggie Savage 
Unrue has composed both for the 
Co-Respondents and for single con-
certs, and has been a~tively involved · 
in folk music and community theatre 
for a number of years. Ms. Unrue 
has also worked in communications 
as a guidance counselor at the hi~, 
school level. She has a B.A. in· 
English from Whitman College and. 
a M.A. degree in Guidance and 
Counseling from the University of 
Washington. 
-Joyce Schreiber 
.' .. pege7 
·' 
~~what does the women's movement mean to you?" 
"It has opened a wide career choice for 
women. I feel more secure knowing I 
can join the medical field and not be 
limited in my work." 
-Terrie Caulkins 
It's is a good thing to a certain point. 
However, I think unemployment is 
aggravated wit Ii the increase of women 
working-" 
_:_Marcia Plescia 
"It's all right for me. Equal pay for the 
same job is what I'm interested in-
however, I don't think that women 
have tohavethesamejobsasmendo." 
-Tutti Blackmon 
'· 
Stall Photoa by BAAB VEREB 
"It is good in the sense that it stresses 
·equality, and more good is coming of it 
than bad. However, the pendulum 
seems to have swung too far. 
-Jim Talmadge 
There oughta be a law-like the ERA 
In light of the fact that Xavier University is 
in the midst of Women's Week, it seems an ap-
. propriate time to update the activities of the 
ERA. The Equal Rights A~endment, well on 
its way to becoming the 27th Amendment to 
the United States Constitution, has now been 
ratified by 34 states (38 are needed) within a 
seven year period. 
The Amendment is as stated: 
"Section l. Equality of rights under the law 
shall not be' denied or abridged by the United 
States or by any state on account of sex. 
"Section 2. The Congress shall have the 
power to enforce, by appropriate legislation, 
the provisions of this article. 
"Section 3. This ame.ndment shall take 
effect two years after the date of ratification." 
It is agreed by many that while there has 
been some progress towards the goal of equal 
rights and responsibilities for men and women 
in recent years, there is also overwhelming 
evidence that persistent patterns of sex dis-
crimination permeate our social, cultural and 
economic life. The ERA implementation will 
be a process of re-education toward an 
equitable society through law. 
When an amendment to the Constitution 
comes before Congress there are various ways · 
the adoption process can go. For this par-
ticular Amendment, ratification by the in-
dividual states was the chosen method. As a 
vote of confidence, the United States Con-
gress, by a vote of more than the con-
stitutionally required two-thirds of the 
members, recommended to the states that they 
approve the Equal Rights Amendment. 
The Ohio Legislature became the 33rd state 
to do so, ratifying the ERA on February 7, 
1974. Six months later, Governor Gilligan 
forme~ the Ohio Task Force whose purpose is 
to review all state legislation to determine any 
necessary ch~nges in order to comply with the 
ERA. The Task Force is also authorized to 
draw up any new legislation or amendments 
subsequently needed. 
The final two duties charged to the group are 
to determine the necessity _of a permanent 
commission of the Status of Women and to 
give a final report and recommendations to 
the state legislature. The Task Force consists 
of thirteen women and twelve men. They have 
studied six main areas of law. Marriage and 
family; children; empioyment; insurance; pen-
sions; and tax; criminal law; and public 
obligations. Finnaly a special Committee was 
recommended to study Education. 
These committeesbasically are dedicated to 
determining whether people are treated as in-
dividuals, or treated differently as a man or 
woman. Essentially, the Amendment will re-
quire the.federal government and all state and 
l0cal governments to do the same. It will not 
require that any level of government establish· 
quotas for men and women in any of its ac-
tivities; rather it simply will prohibit dis-
crimination on the basis of sex. It also will not 
affect private action or the purely social 
relationships between men and women. 
· In terms of the law, Section 3 of the ERA 
gives ample opportunity to Congress and the 
state legislatures to make changes in their 
laws. This two-year compliance extension 
enables legislatures to revise and reward any 
law which is in contradiction to the Amend-
ment. 
• This woman belongs in the house - the House of Representatives. 
Slogan of Bella Abzug. 
•Never retract, never explain, never apologize- get the thing done 
and let them howl. Nellie McClung. 
. • When t~e doe wishes to run far andfast, she is not ur!feminine, she 
1s not makmK a buck of herse(f. Ch!irlotte Perkins Gilman. 
• What is man'; idea of womanliness? ft is to have a manner that 
pleases him. He wants no self-assertion on our part. Elizabeth Cady 
Stanton. · 
•Now take that word 'men' in the Declaration of Independence. All 
men are born equal. That means men and wo1iw11 both. Would take a 
fool w deny that. But yree and equal,' now that means men only. 
Josiah Allen'5 Wife. 
e Frailty, 1/Jy name is woman. William Shakespeare. 
,. There is no spectadc u11 earrh more appeali11g than rhw uf a 
beallliful }i·oman in rhe acr of cooking dinner for so~eone she loves. 
Thomas Wolfe. 
• lv!osr wunzen have no characters at all. Alexander Pope. 
•If men :;nd women are to understand each other, to enter intu each 
other's 11111w·t! with sy11,1parhi:. and to bec(J/111! rnpable of genuine com-
radeship, the f oundarion 111t1sr be laid in youth. Havelock Ellis. 
•In moners ofselllimeni, rhe public has very crude ideas: and the 
most shockii1gfault o.fwu111e11 is that they make the public rhc supreme 
judge of t!wir .lil'es. Henri Bcyle Stendhal. 
•God creU/ed woman . .'!'ld boredom did indeed ceasefrutn that mo-
ment - hut many other things ceased as well! Woman was God's se-
cond mistake. Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche. . 
•A woman is only a woman, but a good cigar is a smoke. Rudyard 
K~~~ . 
•A woman s~ould be seen, not-heard._ Sophocles. 
After the effective date of the Amendment. 
some laws may be challenged in court. If a 
court finds that a state or federal law conflicts 
with ERA, it will either strike down the law or 
.extend its coverage so that it applies equally to 
men and women. . 
In terms iof the law, Section 3 of the ERA 
gives ample opportunity to Congress and the 
state legislatures to make changes in their 
laws.· This two-year compliance extension 
enables legislatures to revise and reward any 
law which is in contradiction to the Amend-
ment. . 
After the effective date of the Amendment,_ 
some laws .may be challenged in court. If a 
court finds that a state or federal law conflicts 
with the ERA, it will either strike down the law 
or extend its coverage so that it applies equally 
to men and women. Restrictive laws such as · 
those· which bar adult women from certain 
lawful occupations will be struck down· but 
laws which confer a substantial benefit o~ one 
sex will probably be expanded so as to include 
the other sex. 
There are misconceptions about the effects 
of the ERA and who will be affected. One such 
question which arises is whether or not it will 
affec.t protective laws. Where state laws ac-
tually provide Hmeaningful protection (they 
would be expanded to include both men and 
womeri." (Senate Report 92-689). So-called 
protective laws that discriminate against, 
rather than protect women, will be invalidated, 
. such as low-paid factory and clerical workers 
who are deprived of opportunity for overtime. 
Another big ar~ of misinformation con-
. cerns the question of child support and 
alimony. The ERA will not deprive a woman 
or a man who is elegible under the stipulation 
that the welfare of the child is the main con-
cern. The ERA also savs that mothers be 
responsible for child support within their 
means and this will be an important considera-
tion in the courts. 
Finally, homemaker's lives will not ·be 
damaged in any way be the Equal Rights 
Amendment. But the ERA will provide real 
equality under the law for those women who 
have to work, or who seek careers in combina-
tion with their role as housewives or alter-
natives to that role. 
Wilma Scott Heide, distinguishe<;I visiting 
scholar to the . University of Massachusetts, 
. guest resident last year at Wesley College and 
opening speaker ofthe entire Women's Week 
program had this comment: 
''T odaythe crux of what we are talking about 
is-including in t~e basic legal document of 
the land, that is, the E.qual Rights Amendment 
in the Constitution.The majority of the pop-
ulation are women and girls so that we, who 
are women, can be assured equal protection of 
the laws and due process of law. Any women 
who do not choose to exercise these new 
rights, won't have to, just as some women and 
m~ choose not to vote. Should the ERA not be 
ratified by our 200th Birthday, what will 
women have to celebrate'? Better we should 
have a tea party that's no tea party! Most 
Women opposed the voteforwomen, but who 
today would debate the enfranchisement of 
women'?" 
-Beth Younger 
and Barb Howard 
Xavier Women's Forum 
presents 
In Concert. 
Xavier Theatre 
University Center 
Thursday, October 9 
8:00 p.m. 
~I 
International Women's Year 1975 
Pa11•a 
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If unique is what you seek, then 
search no further than Brother 
Robert Schneider, S.J. at Bellarmine 
Chapel. Unknown by most of the 
student body. he is never-the-less 
studies and social life. depend on 
him for guidance and help. They 
keep coming back. In fact Brother 
Schneider became a grandparent 
and a godparent recently when one 
of his children had a son. well known and loved by ·a. loyal, 
close knit "family" Brother Robert 
has built up around himself. 
Sometimes wild, sometimes serious, 
but always caring, Brother is the 
he cares about them totally. He for them," he said. "I help them 
doesn't want to just hear their decide what they want .. _ help.them 
problems: he wants to know about in school or. out of school. 1 try to 
what's going right in their lives. what help them not waste their time in 
they have been doing, how their school." A duty which, for all the 
dates ~erii; if they've read any good clowning around. Brother Bob takes 
He likes to pop in for visits with books or how thev did on an exam. in dead seriousness. Helping his 
. his children and all his other friends. But perhaps the ihing that endears children or anyone, Bro docs 
Sl·gn up . pe~fect fat~er to all his adopted · children. 
~ Over seven years ago, while work-
# 0 f ing in the Assistant Principal's office 
If one of his children's grades are him to his children the most is the everything he can, whether it be in 
slipping or if he is not enjoying fact that while Brother will help any the area of academics, finance, 
himself enough, woe betide them, of his children in any way in his curriculum changes or even if they 
should Brother find out. It won't do power, his relationship with them are thinking of getting married. And 
any good to lie about it, he'll find out has to be a tw·o-way deal. He doesn't if he doesn't have the answer, he'll 
about it, and then he gets a free I,it always seek. them out, they have to recommend someone who does. 
at St. Xavier High School here in 
Sch n e /•def 's Cincinnati, "~ro" was approached by a Scholastic there, the then Mr . 
~~~~---~~___;,~~~~~~~~~...;...;:_..,~ 
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• , . John Pennington, and asked for help m I y for an upcoming Sock-Hop. Bro, in 
the manner characteristic of a man 
L_who keeps order at meetings by swinging a stick and who has in-troduced himself over the phone as 
"the Lord" replied he would, if Mr. 
Pennington would sign the first of 
Bro's many, famous contracts. It is 
By MICHAEL VILABOY 
Newlll8ffWrH• 
perhaps these seemingly clandestine 
documents which give the clearest 
picture of the man. The signer, delivered with TLC. 
upon placing his name on the This counseling and· being a 
perfectly legal document becoines a Spiritual Director, although his 
child of high promises until death to first love, is not the sum of his duties. 
be "nice, nice, Nice" to Brother. He is also the treasurer and. office 
Minor violations of the contract manager for Bellarmine Chapel, a 
result in. "hits" administered by Bro member of the campus ministry, as 
upon the person of the offender. well as helping to coordinate wed-
. Brother Schneider says he has had dings and baptisms. But Bro does 
about SO children, who for some not always box and horse around 
reason, despite receiving hits and with his children. He .uses. these con-
beatin~ (just to relieve tension) and · !racts to get close.to his ch.'ldren. The 
being nagged at times about their mterest he takes 1n them 1s such that 
I, Albert John Bischoff, promise to be nice, nice, ,NICE, 
to Brother Robert William Schneider, S.J., and to give 
into his keeping my life from this day forward. 
. . (Signed) ~rJ..L 4erA#--
Wib~ss' ~· 4 d '--
go to him, every day if possible, and 
just talk if nothing important is on 
their minds. Bro wants to help the 
total person, and that does not mean 
only in their studies. He encourages 
talents and interests. If one of his 
children likes sports, he urges them 
to go out and practice if they spend 
too much time with their books. If 
one. has an ability as an artist, Bro 
urges him to develop that talent, to 
let it grow. 
"I see myself as being responsible 
One of his children described him 
as "taking real care of all the students 
who go to him, always giving of 
himself," and continually threaten-
ing to tear up the contract if his 
children are not "nice, nice, Nice." 
Brother R. Schneider, dedicated 
to "educating the man" is, to say it 
once more. unique. .Unique in the 
sense that he is one of the truly fine 
human beings. Unique in the sense 
that one only meets one person like 
him. if at all, in a lifetime. 
(~_W_H_A_T_'_S_. D_O_I N __ G_'I _ __,,,,,,) 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 9 
Xavier Women'• Forum: "Women 
in a Chaqing World," Terrace 
Room, 3:30 p.m. 
Lady Grace Music Concert, 8:00 
p.m. 
Ranier Club Camping Trip to 
Natural Bridge, Oct. 9·11. · 
Accountln1 Society, Regis Rm., 
7:30-10 p.m. 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 10 
Xavier Women'• Fon.on: Volleyball 
game, Fieldhouse. Softball game, 
Playfield, 2:30. 
Ranier Club Camping Trip 
Cincinnati Symphony: Lucy, Elaine 
and Laura Chu, pianists. 
Schatt Party for Freshmen, Schott 
Residence Halt, 8-11 p.m. 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 11: 
Racing .Team at the Cincinnati Zoo. 
Cincinnati Symphony: Lucy. Elaine 
and Laura Chu, pianists. 
Soccer: x:u. vs. Ohio Northern Un-
iversity, Home 
Economics Club, Terrace Room, 
11:30-1 :00.p.m. 
BasebaU: X.U. vs. Union College(2), 
Home, 1:00. 
Bicentennial America Institute, 
Alter 321, 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
Rifle and Pistol Club Meet with 
Miami ·or Ohio, Home. 
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 12: 
Racing Team at the Cincinnati Zoo. 
Sailin1 Team at U.C. 
Baseball: X.U. vs University of 
Dayton (2), Home, I :00 P.·m· 
Alpha Slama Nu Picnic · 
Bi1·Llttle Sister Softball game and 
picnic, playfield, ·1:00 p.m. 
MONDAY, OCTOBER 13: 
Columbus Day 
Student Senate Meeting, 2:00 p.m. 
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 14: 
P.R.S.S.A., Regis Room, 7:00 p.m. 
S1ilin1 Club meeting, 7:30 p.m., 
Fordham Rm. 
Movies in the University Center 
Theatre, 2:00, 6:30 and 8:30, Car-
toons and Charly. 
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 15: 
Debate Society meeting. 
Breen Lodge Brown Bag Lunch, 
Breen Lodge. 
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Support Women's ·Forum 
Date: Monday, Oct. 6, 2000. 
Scene: A meeting of ~he all-female Student Senate at Xavier Universi-
ty, run by the Jesuettes, the now a/I-female Society of Jesus. 
Action: Men at Xavier (MAX), a men's liberation group on campus, is 
presenting a Men's Week proposal/or the approval of Student Senate . 
. Student Government President Beth Mucholder: "Next item on the 
agenda -- the proposal/or (snicker) Men's Week." 
Men's Week proponent rises:" Yes, Ms. President. We men are tired 
of being exploited by a female-dominated society. We're more than 
just muscles, you know (a wave of snickers). We want to have a week of 
events to help us realize our potential..." · 
One of the female senators: "Why aren't you men satisfied w!th . 
things the way they are, why do you have to keep trying to change 
things?Don't you know that this is the natural order of affairs? Man 
was meant to .be dependent on woman." 
Sound familiar'! Well, it may not be that bad, but women's activities here 
on campus do suffer from a large amount of hidden bias and passive 
resistance from both sexes. 
The administration is not overly-friendly either. Each year Breen Lodge 
has to fight for its existence against administrators who would rather see it 
closed. In preparing the Women's Week workshop on the rape crisis, thead-
minfstrators refused to permit the women to use the word "rape" in publiciz-
ing the program. Why not?.Ask Mr. Shearer - I am sure I don't know. 
Now, none of us is perfect, I confess that I still open doors for women, I in-
tentionally pull out chairs and pick up checks (sometimes), and I have an aw-
ful time forcing myself to call someone "Ms." 
But these are venial sins, and it would be hard for anyone to caricature the 
Women's Week program as an attempt to break men of such pernicious 
habits. · 
Actually, the program is a balanced and high-quality presentation of issues 
relevant to the women's movement today. The Xavier News wholeheartedly 
recommends the Women's Forum toallmembersoftheXaviercommunity. 
-S.B. 
Communique distorts 
"Our university ... normally communicates with parents and . 
alumni through a paper designed/or older persons. This is the 
.communique, and it is highly rated by most of its readers. It is 
the kind of newspaper that parents are used to reading- the 
product of professional writers, with articles carefully research-
. ed." 
Rev. Robert Mulligan, S.J. 
President of Xavier University 
It seems to nie that it was far from right for Fr. Mulligan to deliver 
opinions on the Communique without having read some of it. It 
would be much more appropriate to let persons talk who have read 
the Communique. 
So today when you get a chance, pick up a copy of the Com-
munique. Read it for yourself. It's not bad - if you like pastry. 
But for those of you who have not yet had the uplifting experience 
of reading the Communique, it is defined as "a news chronicle", "a 
·documentary communication for all members of the Xavier com=' 
munity, and this includes parents, alumni, friends and students." 
However, as a publication responsible for a balanced content and 
presentation, the Communique (pronounced Contortion, I think) 
has some defects.. . 
For there are two basic rules which govern any documentary 
publication. The Contortion ignores or violates them so many times 
·that one would think the PR Dept. was trying to compose a romance, 
or science' fiction at the very least. 
These rules require: · · 
1) That a documentary publication reflect its subject with a balanc-
ed representation of f a".ts, without selecting facts in a way that dis-
torts its subject. This deta~l is persistently overlooked in the Contor-
tion. · 
2). They require th~t the facts presented be true of the subject as 
Irresponsible 
journalism 
editorial board of the News may 
hold a different opinion than the one 
reflected by Father Mulligan's deci-
sion, and they are certainly free to 
express it in an editorial. However, 
they owe Father Mulligan and their 
readers an accurate treatment of the 
At the risk of being compared to. facts. The few . sentences in the 
Spiro Agnew, I would lik.e to com- editorial do not do justice to the 
ment on what· is, in my opinion, an rather complicated issue. 
exam pl~ of irresponsible journalism, 
which, if continued, will be counter-· A good editorial reports facts and 
productive to the goals s~t forth in states opinions that can be.substan-
this year's editorial policy of the tiated by fact and sound reasoning; 
Xavier News . By your own words,· 
the News exists to "enrich the The tone of the editorial is neither 
process of rational inquiry" and to thoughtful nor carefully measured; it 
"act as a.(ionstructive agent in affec- lacks the. objectivity and seriousness 
. ting ~sit!v.e ~~nge." "{he editorial. the. sqbj~ti : dem.8'1d!I; 1 ilille e~':' c 
.which.appe~r~4 in.ypu,r fir11\ jssu~ pf r~r,C!lsio~ "f!lt11«ir ~qlPsal\l ~~;~~ i~ : 
theyear, "GidgetGoestoCollege,"is again" and '7hat's a laugh", which 
in my opinion neither rational nor follows the reference to one of 
constructive and, therefore, con- Xavier's .stated goals, are perfect ex-
tributes to neither of these ends. · . amples of the cynicism that pervades 
Its two main flaws are its inac- the editorial stripping it of its objec-
curate reporting of facts and its.tone tivity and consequently its credibili-
which is flippant, cynical and,· at ty. · 
times, even sarcastic. An editorial is neither a personal 
Concerning the suppression of the column nor a letter to the editor. It is 
Athenaeiim story two years ago, the the expression of the carefully for-
presented. This rule is kicked in the. face and laughed at in the Contor-
tion. 
As to balanced representation of facts. Now, let's not be too picky. 
Let's assume that the Contortion is designed to charm, appeal, and in 
fact, pander to the fat purses of Xavier's alumni and friends. Th~s 
would make its style of "documentary" slightly more comprehens1-
·. hie, and would explain the cloying affability of the document. !t 
would explain why Student Government President Paul Peterhans 1s 
likened to a leprechaun; why the one picture of X. U. student~ looks 
like a still frame from an Ultra-Brite commercial; why so much atten-
tion is given to Xavier's material expansion and so little to the 
students themselves. · 
Irideed, if the Contortion is designed for donors, it is attractive and 
· effective. However, it is not a documentary, since it selects only the 
facts that add to the "nfoe" image of Xavier which the PR Dept. w·ants 
to promote. · . . . . 
So let us not criticize the Contortion for being somewhat slanted; 
that is its purpose, though the PR office may not state it that way of-
ficially. 
On the other hand, we must be a little wary when Fr. Mulligan tells 
us that the Contortion contains artides "carefully researched." We.·: 
should take that statement with a few tons of salt. ,. 
The one major article which deals with "Xavier Students Now" 
(italics my own) is a statistical profile of the Xavier student body. 
Three-fourths of these statistics are eight months old, and can apply . 
to only three-fourths of the present student body. 
In the subheading entitled "What They Believe,".the Contortion.< 
quotes a "recent" Campus Ministry survey. These statistics supposed-
ly show that 75% of Xavier's students attend Mass regular;ly, and that · 
88% consider prayer important ir:i their lives. - . · 
However, this "recent" survey was conducted in Sept., 1973 on 400 
sophomores, juniors, and seniors. At that time, those tested com-
prised less than one-fourth of the studeqt body. By now, two-thirds of 
that group has graduated, leaving only about 130 of the original 
number still on campus. · 
Let us assume that the statistics are still accurate for this stalwart 
130 students - that they have not dropped out, transferred, or 
changed in any way. · 
Even then, these statistics quoted by the Contortion apply to only 
one-thirteenth of the student body - or should I say, toe? 
· FUrthermore, Sr. Ellen Frankenberg, a former counselor at Xavier 
who composed the survey, stated that these figures are misleading, 
and a distortion of the ·survey itself. 
But that's not all. · 
The Campus Life Survey is also quoted in the same section of the 
Contortion. The only statistic quoted is the one which states that 76% 
of the students find dorm life satisfying. 
The Contortion excludes the fact that 79% of the students sur-
veyed were dissatisfied with the intervisitation policy; that 89% 
wanted to see the hours extended; that 91% wanted a say in policy for-
mation; that 64% thought there were not enough cultural activities on 
eampus. . . 
. The Contortion is more aitractive-looking this year. But it is not as 
·balanced a documentary a8 it could be. It's use of statistics is 111is.;. 
leading and, despite what Fr. Mulligan says, non-professional. 
In the end, one wonders why Fr. Mulligan allows the Contortion a 
license that neither he ~or anyone else would allow an ordinary 
publication, such as the Xavier News. 
.. -S.B. 
mulatcd oparuon of the editorial his resignation af~er the sordid ac-
board. If "Gidget Goes to College" tions of Watergate were unearthed, 
representsthe opinionof one person, the nation sat· up and took note. 
as the unusually penonal tone in~ The questiol\s I raise ·are not · 
dicates ("I don't feel so good. Jn a questions of ideology '?r of suppoiting 
minute I'm g~ing to have to tell you administrative policy. Father Mul-
what I think of the censorship Father ligan's ~ision is a legitimate subjeet ·. 
Mulligan has imposed on the Xavier of a student editorial. The questions_, 
News • .. "), then it should bear the I raise pertain to the purpose of an· 
name of one person. However, ifthe editorial, the nature of sound jour-· 
opinions expressed on the editorial nalism and the responsibility im-
page are indeed the carefully assum- . plicit in the use of language itself. If 
ed positions of'a group of editors, I the members of the editorial board 
sugest the board members reflect. fulfill their unique. responsibility, 
· seriously and compose seriously if which I sincerely believe to be es~n-
they wish to be taken seriously. tialto constructive dialogue on cam-
' . pus, their work will help build up the 
The "editorial we" is not just a Xavier , .community rather , than 
figure of speech.· It :ex'iiits · to un- . divi<te ;it info tactfons: ' · ' · · . ' ·. · . 
.derli ne the: fact that editorials are the . . ; It may seem'that my main concerni . 
expression of a position formulated is to preserve the credibility of 
bY a group of people; as such they Father Mulligan. I do think that he, 
cilrry more weight and deserve more .like any person, deserves a fairer 
credibility than the personal column. treatment than the one he received in 
A number' of inidividual columnists, the first issue of the News. However, 
for example, began calling for the· my main concern is preserving the · 
resignation of Richitrd Nixon short-. credibility of ~he News, a newspaper 
ly ~te~ he took office, but when the with m!lny excellent .qualities and a · 
edatoraal boards· of respected special role on campus. 
newspapers and periodicals urged Joseph Sandman 
. ...., ..... 
A bicentennial remem-
brance: I 
(First in a series) 
by Tom Flynn 
America great-whether America wanted it or But old habits die hard. Though Mary was bury): Ya11kee Doodle; America the Beautiful; 
not. no longer there to scold him, Ezra continued The Star Spangled Banner; Taps; The Battle 
You see, Ezra was a composer: perhaps the to bury his new manuscripts all over New Hy11111 oft he Republic: the X. U. A Ima Mater; 
first but undeniably the greatest of all the England as soon as he had written them. He and The Wrigley's Spearmint Gum Song. 
Colonial tunesmiths. · Now don't get me died at the age of fifty-four years and twenty- By the time of his death he had buried what 
wrong. Without Ezra Bolingbroke, we wo·uld five days, while attempting to fit his home with · would one day be the scores of nine Bogart 
still have won the American Revolution. We lightning rods after the manl'!er endorsed by pictures; five broadway musicals, including 
just would have won it more quietly. 1776; several popular waltzes erroncosly at-
Ezra Bolingbro~e was born in Trenton in tributed to Johann Strauss; the Ring cycle; / 
1736, in a tiny log.cabin which he helped his . Wanna Hold Your Hand; the national 
father build. Ezra would never know his anthems of sixteen emerging African nations; 
· mother-she'd left the family long before Ezra and the entire body of work for which we 
was born. In 1755, Ezra was married to Mary customarily credit Leonard Bernstein. 
Cosgrove, the daughter of a Boston ship's But there is more to Ezra's story. The instant 
chandler. that the stroke of lightning stopped his heart, 
Now, Ezra had spent his youth writing he was personally visited by the Angel of 
music:. marching songs, work chanteys, the Death - a privilege reserved by the Creator 
salt-of-the-earth kind of music affected by for those whose . lot in this life has been 
butchers, bakers, and candlestick-makers. But singularly rotten. 
the new Mrs. Bolingbroke had ears only for And the Angel of Death said to Ezra: "The 
Mozart. Ezra so worshipped his wife that British are coming-" 
when she told him that everything he'd ever Woops, wrong Remembrance! And the 
composed was trash, he believed her, gathered Angel of Death said to Ezra:"Ezra 
up all his manuscripts, and buried them in a Bolingbroke, your lot in this life has been 
cedar chest in the southwest corner of a singularly rotten. Therefore, I have been 
neighboring pasture. Benjamin Franklin in the midst of a authorized to grant you one last wish." 
Now and again, the urge to compose would thunderstorm. "O Angel," said Ezra, "I have wasted my life 
become more than Ezra could endure. Secret- However, as early as 1760, several lucky in- in writing hundreds of silly compositions. Let 
ly, feverishly, he would spend hours transcrib- dividuals stumbled upon the first buried me spend my afterlife in atonement - grant 
EZRA BOL/NGBROKE ing the melodies that seared his brain. When troves of Ezra's music. These unscrupulous me leave to undo the wrong I've done and 
(March 14, 1736•April 8, 1790) he had finished, he wo.uld bundle up the souls attached their own names to the works spe.nd Eternity rooting out and destroying all 
Unlike George Washington, Ezra foolscap and tearfully consign it to oblivion, they'd found, and went on to prominent my music." 
Bolingbroke never became President. Unlike crumpled into a tin box and buried off in the musical careers. The Angel was unhappy when he heard 
Paul Revere, Ezra Bolingbroke never had a woods someplace. · Ezra Bolingbroke's melodies were destined Ezra's last wish, for he knew that Ezra's music 
line of dinnerware named after him. In fact, In 1785, the marriage of Mary Cosgrove to be exhumed at odd intervals throughout the would continue to pop up through the cen-
unlike most famous Revolutionary figure I and Ezra Bolingbroke was put asunder by a next two centuries. Indeed, the music of Ezra turies and brighten the ··lives of future 
can recall, Ezra Bolingbroke was a lousy Tory runaway horse. With a bolldy horseshoe print Bolingbroke, annotated and updated by generations. But orders are orders; with a sigh, 
Royalist during the entire American Revolu- embossed in her sternum, Mary Cosgrove charlatans, would accompany the very the Angel granted Ezra his wish. 
tion. But he still deserves our thanks during Bolingbroke looked back on thirty years of pulse beat of American civilization throughout Indeed, to this very day, Ezra Bolingbroke 
this Bicentennial year, for Ezra Bolingbroke is wedded bliss, and died confident in the hope of its development. You see, by the time of his reposes in a modest grave on Cape Cod -
one o.!_!~ forgot!~'! heroes_who helped make a better life. · marriage, Ezra had written (and would soon happily decomposing. 
~r. President~-.-~-·~~~~--~~.-~~~~~~~~-,--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
ROD, THIS IS MR PRESIDENT. WE LL NO, MR PRESIDENT. 8\' 
HAVE YOU HAO ANY '1..0RO THE WAY. THE STUDENTS ARE 
ABOUT COMPLAININ6 THE 
WHEN THE TENNIS -~ FOUR TENNIS COuRrS 
COURTS BEHIND· ':' AREN'T ENOUGHT 1 
_,KUHLMAN WILL Bf • 
READY f'OR Pl.A's'? f 
WELL ROD, JUST TELL THEM THAT 
THEY'RE filG TENNIS COURTS! 
4~ I co· "r "Now 1 F' 
't•t'; l:t' I N " ,.~ ,.:.~ THEY'LL euv THAT 
. MR PRESIDENT.. 
' 
'WELL ROD, WOULD 'r'OU PREFER 
l PUT THAT IN THE FORM OF 
AN EDICT? 
I OO~T THINK THAT 
Will BE NfCfSSAR\I, 
HR PRE'SIDENT. 
.. ; •. 
----~-----. thursday's people----------
Breen and Pip~r: students serving students 
While commuters contend with ment, talks of the change over the 
daily traffic jams, and dorm students past four years at Breen as "a 
·complain about noise, food, and in- metamophosis from a radical 
tervisitation regulations, several feminist perspective to a more 
Xavier students have . sought out human one." This year's staff con-
alternative housing. Breen Lodge sists of five women: senior Beth 
and the Pied Piper, both located on Younger, Juniors Pam Rolandelli, 
Ledgewood Avenue, are two such Leslie Winters, and Sue Stevenot, 
houses, offering homes to nine . and sophomore Rita Schoenfeld. All 
students and service to the whole ·feel that their house provides a "sup-
University Community. portive atmosphere for women on 
Breen Lodge is presently in its the Xavier campus." 
fourth yeqr of service to the U niver- The. group of women who live in 
sity. Prior to the fall of 1972, the the house each year have the right to 
House had been utilized by Student set their own goals with the consen-
Government. In the spring of 1972, sus of the group. As a result, each year 
four women petitioned the Space has seen Breen Lodge assume the 
Committee and received its approval character of the women who live 
to transform the Lodge into "an there. Younger feels that ~'Breen sen-
'.~~l\l~~i::l~~J ]'.' rna•r1 
the University, and each is involved 
especially with some particular 
aspect of University life (i.e., Student 
Government, student publications, 
Cultural committee). 
Some of the programs which 
Breen Lodge has offered in the past 
and will offer again this yar arc the 
Danforth-sponsored Brown Bag 
Lunches, an opportunity to meet 
faculty members and fellow students 
informally, the Free Universtiy, 
various films, open houses, plarit 
sales, and this week's Women's 
Forum for the lnternatioal Women's 
·Year, 
Pied Piper, spearheaded by the four 
members. 
The role of the Pied Piper, in the 
words of Charly Fallon, is "to create 
and reflect outside the University the 
spirit of Christian community ."This 
year's staff implements this "spirit" 
programs sponsored by Campus 
Ministry and Student Activities. 
Last year's activities included 
movies, weekly liturgies, involve• 
ment in a recycling effort, Food 
Week, student'faculty meetin,, and 
the spec~alty of the house: tho,
1
Piper 
Breen Lodge offers to all students 
a place to stop, study, or relax. For 
Xavier women the Lodge's library is 
of special interest, containing infor-
mation on women's rights and 
careers. ln the near future, Breen ex- 51 , 11 Photo by ~'t:·T SAYtlES 
pects to acquire additional books The Pied Pipers are, .fi'om le.fi to right. Mike Bro11·11. '77. 1'011! 
relatt!d to various academic dis- Peterhans, '76, Char~)' Fallon, '76, and Tom Quin11, '76. 
Cipli nes, but all written by women. by participation in student govern- Coffeehouse. The Piper now offers 
The Pied Piper operates undenhc ment and offering .to the university quality entertainment for free in its 
auspices of Campus Ministry. and various programs. newly-expanded and renovated 
Student Development.The staff for According to the pamphlet coffeehouse. Seating capacity has 
this year consists of seniors Charley published by the Piper, "The staff tripled since its first days in 1970, 
Fallon, in his second year as a strives to achieve a sense of Christian and professional entertainment from 
member of the staff, Paul Peterhans, community through their common the Cincinnati area is often seen on 
and Tom Quinn, and junior Mike experiences." This community is its stage. 
Brown. developed in a variety of ways. All Various university organizations, 
The Pied Piper was first begun in four members of the house have including the Sailing Club, Campus 
~tau Photo by PAT SAYRES 1970. Terry Teopker was instrumen- decided on the necessity of being pre- Ministry, and the Bellarmine parish 
The curre,nt memprrs of Bre,e,n (/dg~ rire.from lef.t/o1 ~'¥ht,. Pan;i ~olan(/f!/li, : tal in designating the house through. , sent in·~he house from·5:00-6:30 p.m. youth group, meet regularly at the 
Leslie Winters: Bet~ ~.~~~~~er. !~i~a ~H'?f!nfe{f ~~iJ 1~ue1 Sf~vef'pf·, 1 . ·-: : 1 ti}d Spade <Jommitrei::~ :tbl shi~erlti Mbndayi i ~ht£? ug'W \'Thursday: l : Pip_er. ~he M~nres~, Kidday, and 
Educational· Resource andiWomen's ( sitizes each :womim wlilo cotnesithere r i Usd. In 1970; Uie hbuse waJ iJr'neH) i 'Anothbt s~rubhiie ini the1hous.e'iHl\e ! I f\cadem1c Onentat1on programs 
Center". The house would be under to women's issues, and intensifies a over to Rev. Leo -Klein, S.J., then weekly F.C.,' or fraternal challenge, make use of the house's facilities, as. 
the direction of the Student commitment to human liberation." director of Campus Ministry, who which attempts to pinpoint areas of well as a number of small classes 
Development Office which would The l;lreen Lodge staff articulates gradually developed the Piper into personal growth and potential which prefer the i~formal at-
"make an annual report to the Space these goals in the University.by offer- the sort of house it is today. Two growth for the house. As a result of mosphere of. the Piper . to· the 
i Committee concerning the efficient ing programs, speakehrs,X a~d facets of the house are emphasized: the. Piper
1
-
1
sponsbored Ffoohd Wh eek last cla
8
ssrtohomh
0
seutt1ng. mphasa' d th ·r 
use" of Breen Lodge. edu~ational resources tot e av1er I) development of community within sprmg, a mem ers o t e ouse are .o . . ses e .ze .. ea 
·Beth Younger, a member of Breen community, but especially to the the house among the four members; vegetarians. avatlab1hty_ for_ use by md1V1dual 
for the second ·year and also Xavier women. Each staff member and 2)devefopment and presenta- The Pied Piper staff members students or campus groups. 
Vice-president of Student Govern- has a IS-hour per week obligation to tion of programs in or outside the assist and support mariy of the -Kathleen McCormick 
, ... 11 
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from page 1 
vices and administration judged by 
the committee's criteria. Evaluation 
of student activities included: the 
Athenaeum, XU News, 
Cheerleaders. Band. Clef Club, 
Students for a Christian Communi-
ty, XU Players, Student Volunteer 
Services, Mermaid Tavern, Debate 
and Intercollegiate Athletics. Health 
Services, Placement and Financial 
Aid, Campus Ministry, Urban and 
University Affairs, Counseling 
Center, lntramurals and Summer 
Counseling were included in the stu-
dent Services evaluation. The stu-
dent personnel services administra-
tion evaluation included Vice Presi-
dent for Student Affairs, Dean of 
Students, Assistant Dean of 
The B.:k P89• is a rree classified section 
available to students, faculty, and stall ol Xavier 
University. Ads should not exceed twenty words 
and must be submitted in writing at the Universi-
ty Center I nlormatlon Desk c/o The Back Page 
no later than the Sunday preceding publication. 
Sorry, no ad will be repeated unless resub-
mitted. 
HERMAN HOLTHAUS: Many thanks to you, 
without whom this iuue would not have been possible. 
MAB 
DEE-DEE: Bathing Beauty, sailor and squaw, YOU 
are woman: (at least that's the general consensus) and 
in a leotard! 
GAIL: Congratulations, Doctor! We'll keep bringing 
our troubles to you. Lovingly, the Penthouse Suites. 
ANYONE interested in computers should come to join 
A.C.M. at its first meeting, Monday, October 13, at 
1:30 p.m. in Alumni 203. There will beatalkoncareers 
in Computer Science. 
KK.P.-Driven snow needs some X-ua credit. Who 
are you recruiting tonight? 
TO J.G. at T.C. in D.C.: Please return my tans at 
once-they're burnins you know! K.M. 
M.L.-Who's curves hBve you been drawing on the 
walls? 
Thousands of Topics 
Send for your up-to-date, 160-
page, mail order catalog. Enclose 
$1.00 to cover postage and 
handling. 
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC_ 
113221DAHOAVE.,# 206 
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025 
(213) 477-8474 
Our research papers arc sold for 
research purposes only. 
HASSAN MOTORS, INC. 
3813 Montgomery Road 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45212 
531 5500 
10D/o OFF 
on all· service •nd parts to 
X.U. students and faculty 
with Identification cards. 
LOW AUTO RATES 
call 
ART HAUSER 
INSURANCE, 
INC. 
Art Hauser, 
Xavier, '54 
871-0098 
ft ... 12 
Students/Dean of Women, Assis-
tant Dean for Student Development 
and Cocurricular Activities and the 
University Center Theatre. 
Student activities were judged ac-
cording to whether they were, or 
were not "a student initiated and 
supported, organized group, the ac-
tivities of which lead to the develop-
ment of the student as a whole per-
son, in the liberal arts tradition, 
which is open to all members of the 
student body, and which serves the 
university and/ or the local com-
munity." Student services were 
evaluated according to whether they 
were or were not among "those 
professional non-curricular services 
which, by their unique contribution 
to student life, are considered 
necessary or highly desirable for a 
majority of students and which are 
deprived of a direct source ofincome 
sufficient to meet their costs.," 
The first phase investigators con-
firmed all listed operations, with the 
exception of Intercollegiate 
Athletics, while calling for more fre-
quent and regular evaluations by 
students to assure an organization's 
responsiveness to student needs. 
Senate 
from page 1 
A Maintenance Task Force has. 
been formed under the direction of 
Senators Bob Hinkley and Mike 
Brown. At the report given at last . 
Monday's meeting, it, was an-
nounced that each Senator would 
conduct a· poll on his assigned wing, 
asking each student to evaluate the 
service they have. received from 
maintenance so as: to pinpoint any 
areas in need of improvement. 
A Waste Campaign has also been 
organized under Tom Walters to 
monitor the wasted food in the 
Cafeteria. When the idea was first 
brought before · Senate at the 
September 29 meeting, Peterhans 
added to the idea, suggesting that the 
group investigate and publish how 
much money (in terms of tuition and 
general fee) is lost by not attending 
class. 
In other business attended to by 
Senate in their last two meetings, the 
. two vacant seats on Senate were 
filled. lllrna "J.J." Johnson was ap-
pointed to fill the vacant AASA seat. 
After lengthy discussion and a vote 
divided between the remaining two 
candidates, Skip Wright and Greg 
Byrne, Senate decided to seat both, 
creating one more AASA seat (mak-
ing a total of three seats) for Skip 
Wright and appointing Greg Byrne 
to fill the vacated regular seat. The 
total of student senators is now eigh-
teen. 
Greg Smith has been appointed to 
fill the vacant seat on the Financial 
Board, and Paul Shaffery has been 
re-elected to his position ofElections 
Chairman. Also on the agenda at the 
September 29 Senate meeting was an 
explanation of the new University 
Discipline Policy by Mr. Rod 
Shearer, Vice President of Student 
Development. Senator Jack Dia-
mond asked if individual students 
were permitted to make complaints 
without an RA involved. Mr. 
Shearer answered that they could, 
defending his position by parallelin2 
this to an individual writing out a 
warrant. Mr. Shearer expressed his 
feelings that these things should be 
investigated. If a student does not 
wish to take Mr. Shearer's penalty, 
he can then go to the Discipline 
Board. Senator Ed Bauer asked 
about searching procedures. Mr. 
Shearer said that an RA could 
search the room ifthere was evidence 
that a violation is occurring. Depend-
ing on the urgency there will be a 
notification of the student; 
How 
from page 3 
Loving Three," I felt it my duty to 
leave as well. Believe me, I'm sure I 
did the picture a favor by my exodus. 
I'm reminded of the words of 
Samuel Goldwyn, the Polish 
producer, .. A wide screenjust makes 
a bad film twice as bad." 
-Kevin M. McGraw 
Psych 
from page 2 
to turn next." 
Another student, who made use of 
the psychological testing services 
two years ago, talked to the News 
about his experience. Although he 
found the overall service a beneficial 
one for himself, he admitted that "in 
the line of analysis the psycholqgist 
was not of much help, but I wasn't 
really expecting him to tell me what 
to do but only interpret the tests." He 
continued: "I found the tests helpful 
in organizing and bringing to light 
certain things 1 had always ex-
pected." 
Bluegrass 
from page 3 
The crowd at Maudie's runs 
toward the middle and late 20's, and 
is genuinely convivial. Almost 
everybody dances - for who can 
resist "Cripple Creek" or "Orange 
Blossom Special'' - throwing their 
arms about each other with complete 
un-self-consciousness, a necessary 
gesture in the small, shotgun-style 
bar. There's comparatively little 
picking-up going on; people simply 
band together to hear good 
bluegrass. 
You might try it. 
-Anita Blick 
Puddled 
from page 4 
. Steve Moyers capitalized on the 
UMSL pressure late in the game as 
he took a centering pass in for the 
score making the final tally 4-0. 
Although unofficially the Muskies 
were outshot 28-6 and lost 4-0,-there 
is a lot to be said about our Muskies. 
The first thing is that they surprised a 
lot of people, including UMSL. 
After all, last year's meeting resulted 
in a 12-1 loss. 
The Muskies are coming, there's 
no doubt about it. Look out Ohio 
Northern, Saturday ·at 2:00 p.m. at 
Xavier stadium. 
The Hudepohl Brewing Company, Cincinnati, Ohio 
